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Chapter 1. Introduction
1.1. Prologue. Getting to the field.
My first day at the protest camp.
I came to the village of Taman at noon and immediately set out to search for the
protest camp. I knew that the camp was supposed to be 10 km from the Taman village
near by the resort of Volna. I took the bus to Volna and asked the driver if there was a
protest camp there. “There is something” he answered darkly and refused to take money
for the ticket when he learnt that I was going to join the protesters. When I went out of
the bus near the camp, I was struck by the view which was opened to me. I expected to
see the camp of at least few dozens of tents, but what I saw was only three old and
ragged army tents which waved in the strongest wind and were close to fly away. The
same wind covered the camp inhabitants with constant mist of dust from the road. Three
camp dwellers greeted me with “No Pasaran”. After we got acquainted, I learnt that one
of them was a punk from Belorussia, and the two other were anarchists from Krasnodar
(the teenager girl added that she was also lesbian, anarcho-feminist, punk and her nick
name was “Pig”[Svin’ya]). I was told that now a blockade of the construction company
office is going on. The blockade was set the day before after a protest rally against building of an ammoniac terminal in Taman. Those who were not arrested yet, was there. The
guys, with whom I was talking, stayed in the camp because of different reasons: one of
them was just released from the police; the girl was under-age; the punk from Byelorussia
did not have a residence permit in Russia.
I took my camera and with guidance of the girl I went to the blockade. At the
blockade I took an interview from the chained activists. One of them chained his neck to
the office door. Few minutes later, the police car approached the blockade. I tried to go
away from the place but was roughly stopped and detained by cops with formal cause to
check my documents: to do this they brought me to the police station and kept me there a
couple of hours. After that they released me and drove back to the protest camp. In the
car the cops persistently advised me not to be around the protest camp and the radical
greens because they were “extremists and terrorist” and I could get into big problems.
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I came back to the blockade. I was hungry and ate some of the food that local
people brought to the chained protesters, it was so much food that eco-activists insisted
me to join them. At the blockade I met activist S. Later he organised local children, who
played around the blockade, to improve the barricade (they brought the big metal cage
which they found in the kindergarten).When rain started, S and me went to the camp to
bring some waterproofs for the blockaders. On the way back to the blockade we noticed
that a few cars without numbers or any tokens, but full with cops in uniform were
approaching the blockade. Me and S decided to hide in the bushes in the nearest park and
film the blockade from afar. However, few minutes later the police spotted and arrested
us. The recorded tape was thrown away before I was detained and luckily it was found by
the locals before the police (local people brought it back to me few days later). When the
cops were putting me in the car the locals surrounded them and loudly revealed their
indignation: “For what reason do you arrest the journalist?”.
... In the night three of arrested eco-activists (two of them were those who blocked
the office) and I were brought to another town into a district police station (80 km from
Taman village). At the police station I understood how it is to be in the “skin” of arrested
activists and why people do not like police. While we were waiting for procedures before
our imprisonment before the trial some of the cops openly scoffed at the appearance of
the activists and their protest action (eco-activists were dirty and still with chains on their
bodies). When one of the cops learnt that I am studying in Norway he immediately
started to tease me as Norwegian spy. During the search before caging I was surprised to
learn that I had the same accusations as the other eco-activists: hooliganism (this legally
incorrect way the police called an act of blockade). In relation to me it was a bare-faced
lie: I had not participated in the blockade at all and I was even arrested in the hundred
meters distance from the place. My demands for food and cigarettes were ignored.
Thanks to my co-prisoner, he was an experienced radical human right defender and
always carry some snacks in case to be arrested. It was his 40th arrest. We spent the night
talking and tried to sleep on the hard benches. According to the sounds which reached our
ears from the room of the cops on duty they were drinking vodka and watching porn.
Next morning me and the other arrested were brought to the court. The cop who
arrested me and drew up report on me was invited as a witness on my trail.
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I told the judge that I did not participate in the blockade and at the moment of
arrest I was in 100 metres distance from the blockade. The cop barely lied that he had
detained me on the blockade.
Judge: What was the arrested doing at the blockade.
Policeman: He was filming on video-camera.
Judge: Is it a hooligan act?
Policeman: Not.
I was excused.
Conclusion: When I later analysed the situation of my arrest and followed those events I
realised that my detention could have some hidden reasons: 1. I had a dangerous witness
– my camera, and the cops wanted to check if I recorded the blockade. 2. Also they
wanted to scare me of filming them later: After my release from arrest I had a talk with
the chief of police: this time and during the next protest actions I was warned by cops that
I could lose my camera and be arrested again. 3. Another reason of my arrest: I was one
of the elders among the detained activists and the police suspected me to be one of their
leaders. In the weekend it was going to be a Cossack celebration there and they were
afraid a mass protest action would be initiated by radical greens. They wanted to have
“leaders” of the protest movement jailed for the time. Other arrested activists were
released only after the celebration.
Everything that happened with me this first day strongly positioned me for the rest
of fieldwork as an eco-activist (willingly or unwillingly) and influenced much my behaviour and judgements. Among positive consequences: I, very quickly and deeply, built
rapport with eco-activists: what could take weeks, took hours. I got precious experience
of being a radical green activist.

1.2. Concerns.
The main research problem which I put in the thesis lays in the domain of
relations between professional environmentalists as the radical greens and local protesters
in a struggle against environmentally risky projects.
Beside the desire to solve an environmental problem the union of radical greens
and local protesters largely based on a specific for the event atmosphere of
egalitarianism, relations of equality among the protesters in the camp and during the
actions. This feeling of unity and equality is an important source of legitimacy for the
3

actions of protesters. The mobilisation of more people who think the same “equal” way
(who share the idea of protest) make the protest more legitimate. This legitimacy (“the
masses know better than the ruling elite”) is opposed to the legitimacy of the authorities
which is based on “scientific objectivism” of State experts’ knowledge (Another line of
authorities is to put the protesters in a bad light: to make them look less legitimate. The
radical greens and local politicians blamed in cheating of the local population).
According to my observations the radical greens and local protesters have some
difference in the view on equality.
It is rarely distinguished among equality as an ideology (“we should all be equal here’),
as a rhetoric (“We are all equal here”)? And as pragmatism (“we behave as if we were all
equal here”) (A.P. Cohen (1985: 33)

For local protesters, as I see it, egalitarianism is a more rhetorical thing: “we are
equal in the face of the common problem which nobody can escape”. It is also based on
mistrust to the Russian State bureaucracy which ignore local values and local view on the
risks. In chapter Two I consider sources of the mistrust to officials and State experts.
Approaches, theories, references used in the chapter: Anthony Giddens, Jürgen
Habermas, Ulrich Beck, Mary Douglas, Deborah Lupton and the Russian sociologists:
Oleg Yanitsky and Yuriy Levada.
For radical greens the desire to be equal is based on the two main ideological
reasons: 1. It is a critic of the hierarchical State. 2. It is an attempt to practise alternative
way of social organisation. This approach is rooted in the ideology of anarchism1. The
chapter Three is about the Russian radical greens and their ideology which widely use the
idea of Equality.
In the chapter Four I consider the feeling of Equality as an important source of
legitimacy for protesters. This analysis is a part of the situation analysis of the protest
campaign which I do in the chapter. I explore attitudes which the main actors (radical
movement, local movement, corporation, authorities, police) had to the events and the
legitimacy of their actions. I consider it possible to combine the situational analysis with
Bakhtin’s dialogic approach in order to make it easier to see different levels of dialogue
1.

1

According to Kropotkin anarchistic thinking has the two major sources: on the one hand it is
critic to the idea of State, hierarchical organisations and the idea of authority in general, on another
hand it is developing of alternative form of social organisations without State and hierarchy
(Kropotkin, 1990: 290).
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between actors in its dynamic. Approaches, theories, references used in the chapter:
Mitchell, Van Velsen, Bakhtin.
Practising of the equality is a challenging task. In chapter Five I present how it
actually worked in the protest camp and in the protest actions. The first part tells about
equality among protest camp activists. For radical greens, the idea of being equal also has
a pragmatic reason: a movement without a formal leader is less vulnerable for police and
court. Anarchists, it seems to me, also managed to convince local population that the
approach has some practical benefits. The second part is about equality during the protest
actions: its carnivalistic aspects. Approaches, theories, references used in the chapter:
V.Turner, Bakhtin, Kordonsky and Lansberg.
To what extend is equality effective? How does “carnival of protest” and
“positive utopia of Anarchy” help to perform protests actions, in decision-making, in
raising new activists and human right-defenders and lead to positive social changes.
I hope this study can help to delineate the place of radical greens in modern
Russian environmental politics and to understand specific problems related to the modern
Russian environmental policy.
My research on the radical environmental protest in Russia was conducted during
two summer “protest camp” campaigns: in 2002 (near Taman village) and 2003 (near
Azov city) on the South of Russia. Both protest campaigns were against the construction
of reloading terminals for chemical materials.
During these campaigns local population with help of environmentalists organised
themselves into protest movements: the Anti-methanol movement in Azov; the Save
Taman! Committee. In both places before starting the radical protest the local activists
tried to use all official ways of defending theirs rights, according to a repertoire of
traditional politics: they applied with complaint letters in the state departments (up to the
President as the main guarantor of the Constitution); they discussed the problem in press
and media; they collected signatures against the construction; they elected politicians
(during elections of all levels: the city’s council, the regional Duma, the city’s mayor)
who promised to decide the problem; they attempted several times to organise local
referendums.
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For all the years (eight years in Azov, five years in Taman) the authorities had not
found a legal way to solve the problem of the risky projects. Then the local activists
chose to press them with radical protests. The local protest movement asked radical
greens for help.
This thesis mainly focuses on the protest campaign in Azov (2003) but some
materials from the Taman case (2002) are also in use. The protest campaign in Azov
lasted two months and finished because of the temporary stop of the project. For more
detailed information about the Azov protest campaign see the chronicle in Appendix
Four.

1.3. Methods. Camera in the field
The data which I use in the thesis were collected during three fieldworks which
were done within two years: first I lived in commune ATSHI (IES) and an ecological
forest camp in Northern Caucasus (July, 2002). Next I worked with video-archives of the
Rainbow Keepers (the radical greens movement) in their headquarters-commune in
Kasimov (first half of August, 2002). From 20th of August until 15th of September I did
my second field work in the protest camp at Taman. In July 2003 I did a month fieldwork
in Azov protest camp. Besides that I have subscribed to radical greens mailing lists from
December, 2001 until now. I have a constant contact by mail with some of the activists
and met some of them besides my fieldwork time.
During my fieldworks I used the following methods: participant observation,
focused interview, content analysis. Participant observation: I lived in the camps and
headquarters of the protest campaigns. I participated in all phases of a protest action
(preparation, performing, even was arrested afterwards); I followed discussions of
activists at common meetings; participated in writing of press-releases, in conversations
with journalists etc. Focused interview: I did more than 15 interviews with eco-activists
(18-33 years old, both genders) and with local activists (30- 75 years old, both genders).
The interviews were focused on dynamics of protest campaign, group dynamics within
the protest camp, relations of radical greens and locals. Content-analysis: I analysed
numerous documents, press-releases, newspaper articles and TV-reports which were
issued during the protest campaigns. I worked with video archives of other protests
6

campaigns of radical greens (particularly the Rainbow Keepers); with written archives
and Internet resources of Russian radical greens and anarchist movement; I followed
discussions in their computer network (mailing lists). I thank the eco-activists who let me
to be acquainted with their self-reflexive diaries and texts.
My filming activity in the camp and during the protest actions was perceived as
natural and a useful thing to do: a confidential person with camera is always welcome to
a protest campaign as a chronicler (usually radical greens always have activist with a
camera, video-activist). From the beginning activists considered me as a one of them: I
was introduced to the milieu by my friend, an eco-activist. My explanation about making
documentary in the protest camp allowed me to film their everyday life without any problem. To the police I presented myself as a journalist and an independent filmmaker. Local
people and Cossacks took me for an activist and treated me this way. “Being an activist”
made it difficult for me to communicate with the other side of the conflict: officials, police and corporation employees. In Azov the problem was partly solved because besides
information from the newspaper and their public speeches, I had access to interview of
them made by local journalists and I had an informant in the police.
I would say that my filming was 100% participant observation because during
observing through the camera lenses and filming events, I willingly or unwillingly
worked for the protesters: during the protest campaign my materials were later used in
local and national TV-news; after the protest campaign my films and raw materials entered archives of radical greens and was used by them for propaganda of their activity1.
Besides, my filming served some other aims: 1. It encouraged local protesters during an
action. It means for them that ‘media’ was interested in the event. Thus at the demonstration in Taman I was asked: “Direct camera to people, they will feel better” (locals will
feel that their complaints are noticed). 2. It protected activists from the police: while I
was filming the activists the police was afraid to detain them. The camera was a Witness,
and I, as a journalist (I made a press-card after my arrest) was protected by law as a journalist.
1

For example during Azov protest campaign, film “No Terminal” was shown at the city’s television. During the protest campaign in Perm in 2004 my film “No Terminal” was screened in the protest camp in the
frame of the radical cinema club. Some of the rushes from Azov were used in agitation clips for protest
campaign in Perm (2004)
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Film and text. I see my text as a further developing of historical, social, cultural
and political contexts of situations, which are illuminated in the film. In the film, because
of a film language, considerable part of important information is skipped. Some scenes of
the film were used as “triggers” for the specific context in my writings. I wrote the thesis
after making a film about Taman but before editing the film about Azov. The writing
process helped me much in planning a structure of my next film.

1.4. Geography of the area
Both places, where my fieldworks were conducted, are situated in the South of
Russia. The settlements are located in the neighbouring regions: the Rostov region
(Azov) and the Krasnodar Territory (Taman). Azov and Taman are close to the seas (the
Azov Sea and the Black Sea) and in both cases the construction of the terminals are
caused by a similar economical situation: developing of new transport ways after collapse
of the Soviet Union1. Both areas have continental climate. In summer time an airtemperature is between +25 and +35 degrees. Besides of the general geographic
similarity both places have a number of other similar traits.
1.4.1. History
Both Taman and Azov are the most ancient and known settlements in the area. It
is not accidental that the village of Taman gave name to the Taman peninsula and the
Azov city gave the name to the Azov Sea, which wash the Taman peninsula.
•
•
•
•

4 century B.C. – 4 century A.D. A big colony of ancient Greek called Germonassa was on the
place of Taman. On the place of Azov ancient Greeks traded with Scythians and Sarmats.
10-13 century A.D. One of the first ancient Christian Russian States, Tmutarakan Princedom
(Knyajestvo), had its center in Taman and stretched up to Azov.
13-15 century A.D. The territory is occupied with the Tatar-Mongolian Golden Horde. The
Genoese-Venetian colony Tana (near the Mongolian town Azov) was a reloading point for
Italian traders on the Great Silk Way.
15-18 century A.D. Azov and Taman belonged to the Turkish Empire.

1

The necessity of the construction of the terminal for ammonia in the Taman peninsula area and the terminal for methanol in Azov had been caused by the circumstances when, as a result of the collapse of the Soviet Union, the terminals for ammonia and for methanol turned out to be on the territories of neighbouring
countries (Odessa port in Ukraine and Venspils in Lithuania). In order to escape new technical, political
and economical difficulties the corporations started to built the terminals on the coast of the Black sea (Taman case) and the Azov sea.
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For more than a hundred years Azov and Taman both attracted an attention of
archaeologists. A well-known Norwegian researcher and writer, Thor Heyerdahl
organised a grandiose excavation in Azov in the beginning of the new millennium.
According to his hypothesis in ancient times the Azov territory was a prototype of the
Gods’ land in Scandinavian (German) mythology1. Because of the cultural and historical
heritage, Taman and Azov are in the list of Russian and international tourist routes.
Azov and Taman were key places for the establishing of the Don and Kuban
Cossacks ethnos in the area2. After perestroika time the Cossack movement revitalised
and now tries to take an active part in the regional politic. The studied cases (in the
Taman and the Azov) shows that Cossacks are deeply concerned with environmental
problems. The Cossack leaders stressed much the danger to cultural values, which
industrialisation and urbanisation will bring to the area.
1.4.2. Azov
The population of Azov city is about 90 000 inhabitants. It is an administrative
center of the Azov district of the Rostov region. The town is located on the bank of the
Don River in 12 km distance from the Azov Sea. Due to advantageous geographical
position, the port of Azov fits for the transhipment of cargo coming by ships, trains or
trucks from the surrounding area. The Azov port handles about one million tons annually
primarily of export cargoes such as scrap, metal, timber, ore, fertilizers, grain, coal etc.
Most of the commodities are exported to countries of the Black Sea and the
Mediterranean Sea basins. In contrast to the rural Taman, Azov is a developed industrial
center. Besides technical goods production (machinery, optic) Azov has enterprises for
processing of the agricultural production. Grain crops, vegetables and fruits are planted in
the region. Fishing and animal husbandry are developed in the region too.
Azov is the planned site of a liquid chemicals terminal project, which dates back
to 1996 but was halted until April 2003 due to legal obstacles. The terminal, mainly
1

the excavation at Taman peninsula gave evidence of existence a mythological women-warrior tribe– the
Amazons in the area in ancient times.
2
The Don Cossack ethnos was shaped in the numerous fights between Cossacks and the Turkish army at
the Azov area. In the end of 18th century the Zaporogskie Cossack arrived to Taman and put the beginning
of the new Cossack ethnos: the Kuban Cossacks. During the tsar times the Cossacks were almost the only
community, granted with significant autonomy and self-government traditions. In Soviet times this community was suppressed. Later changes in Russian society brought renaissance to the Cossacks community
(Morozova E.V., 1998; Tucenko N.F., 2001)
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meant for methanol export, is being built by Azovprodukt, joint venture by DECAL (51%
of shares, a member of Italian multinational Triboldi) and Roshleboprodukt (Russian
corporation which has 49% of shares). Triboldi already controls the methanol trade in
Mediterranean Sea, owning six other terminals. The terminal would consist of six
chemical storage tanks with common capacity of more than 20 000 cubic meters, a
railway connection, a jetty for tanker loading and related infrastructure.
According to plans methanol tanks are to be located only 400 meters from the
municipal dwelling zone. People in Molokanovka, the suburb to which the terminal is
built, live in separate houses surrounded by gardens, from which most of them are
dependent due to permanent economical crisis. According to Russian regulation the
safety zone around a methanol storage should be at least 1000 meters (in Italy a 7kilometre safety zone is required). Other violations: for a moment of my field work the
terminal construction was conducted without a proper ecological expertise evaluation,
because considerable changes to the project were made after the initially performed
expertise, and the expertise must be repeated according to the law. The questions
concerning the land rent for terminal building area were not so far solved in full. Threat
to the Azov Sea: The Azov Sea has an average depth of 4.2 meters only, and only 280
cubic kilometres of water. According to the experts from eco-NGO: the Environmental
Network of South Russia, a single accident with a tanker carrying methanol load would
destroy the sea ecosystem considerably. Shallow water means also dangerous short waves
during storms, which have sunk ships with loads in the past.
1.4.3. Taman
The chemical corporation “Togliattiazot” works out the liquefied ammonia
reloading terminal. The corporation breaks the federal low, because the construction was
started without authorization of the State Departments. Taman Peninsula has complex
geological conditions: nine-mark level of seismic activity, more than 70 mud volcanoes
in the area (one of them in the area of the project), intensive sliding processes of the
coastal area near the planned terminal, the soil is not fit for such heavy constructions and
railway. “Without special geological research and expertise any constructions (especially
of the dangerous objects) could be seen as a unwarrantable risk” (director of Geological
Institute of Russian Academy of science, academician Y. Leonov, my translation)
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Chapter 2. Risk and Danger in environmental conflict in Russia.
In this chapter I consider: the Russian specific traits of discussions of
environmental risks, two major approaches to risk expertise, sources of mistrust to
officials and State experts, position of local experts, opportunities for revealing of public
opinion by means of public hearings and local referendum. Some examples of corruption
are given in the end of the chapter.

2.1. Industrialisation and environmental movement
According to Habermas the crisis of modern capitalism has a socio-cultural character: management, which is based on principles of industrial-labour rationality, comes
into a conflict with current motivation of behaviour in society. Instrumental manipulation,
"technical matters ", contradict to inter-subjective understanding, “practical matters"; institutional structures of society (system) are opposed to the socio-cultural " life-world ".
This contradiction reveals a crisis of legitimacy of modern capitalism, when its institutional structures are not able to express the reality of present social practises. Habermas
shows that strategic behaviour, with purpose to gain particular interest (not an achievement of mutual understanding), leads to the conscious or unconscious deceit of a partner
through manipulation or distorted communication. In both cases the consequences for society, culture and people are fatal. (Petrov, I.: 1998)
In a case of environmental conflict the “strategic” thinking of authorities and corporations brings new risks into the “life world” of their “partners” – the local population.
Besides the environmental risks, the industrialisation brings urbanisation of the area and
in its turn produce new socially and culturally determined risks (criminality, terrorism,
harm to traditional economy etc.). Habermas refer to this as the “colonisation of life
world”.
It is a sharp problem for the South of Russia, because here there are obvious profitable and less risky alternative ways of the regional development: the resort business and
farming1. With industrialization, the area is getting less and less attractive for such ecologically and culturally acceptable business.

1

For example: Taman has good opportunities for wine-growing.
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In his theory of “reflexive modernity” Giddens points out that “new forms of social movements mark an attempt at a collective reappropriation of institutionally repressed areas of life”(Giddens, 1991:208). Giddens defines modernity through its four
institutional dimensions: capitalism, industrialism, administrative power, and military
power.
According to Giddens’ schema1, an ecological movement is opposed to industrialism with the objective to build up the “system of planetary care” and “humanisation of
technology”. The civil and human rights movement in its turn oppose itself to administrative power in order to obtain a “multilayered democratic participation”.
As we will see later, in practice the ecological movement is “a kind of human
rights movement”(Giddens 1991:208). In Russia environmentalists mainly target the administrative power, which represents and lobbies the interests of industrial corporations.
In Russia, the mass environmental movement as a way of reflecting upon consequence of industrialization is a recent phenomenon, it established mainly in the last 15
years. During the Soviet time to oppose the decision of administrative power was almost
impossible.

2.2. Russian fatalism and activism
In the Soviet Union the industrialization had an ideological base: it was supposed
to promote an economical development of the country and the Soviet block. According to
propaganda it would lead to victory of communism in the whole world. Thus to criticise
the industrialisation could mean to be an enemy of the Soviet folk and to be against the
Communist ideology. The public discussion of environmental risks was a rare event and
could be even considered as a provocation.
Soviet system was risk-engendering in its essence, as it was artificially constructed,
originating from a utopian social project. … Hence, any risk was treated as an
indispensable price for the creation of a new society, as a price for the System's survival.
(Yanitsky 2000: 266)

At the time of democratic upsurge during the perestroika time at 1989-1991
(before the collapse of the USSR in 1991) people got opportunities to express their
opinion on the environmental problems. Environmental organisations appeared among
1

“From modernity to postmodernity: Giddens’s scheme” in Held, 1992:34 (see in Appendix)
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thousands of other civic initiatives and public self-management committees (Yanitsky,
2000: 272).
The situation changed with the following reforms. The state privatisation policy,
put into effect in 1992, and the dissolution of the Soviets as political institutions, deprived
civic initiatives of a legal basis and financial resources (Yanitsky, 2000: 272-274). On the
other hand the environmental movement became a disturbing factor for the financial elite,
which formed in Russia because of the privatisation of large industrial enterprises (oil and
gas enterprises, chemical plants etc.). Nowadays they conduct industrialisation, which is
related mainly with export of raw materials and chemicals. It is obvious for the
population that, in contrast to the Soviet time, the “ideology” of such "pipeline
economy"1 is a fast way to make money. The financial elite actively lobbies their projects
in the government. Quite often the trans-national corporations (TNK) stay behind such
raw material export oriented projects. Officials eagerly come into agreement with the
risks producers: to gain on risk production on behalf of the population. Such “selling of
the risks” by the local authorities despite the interests of the local population probably
also had its explanation in wide spread corruption. It is known and can often be observed
in Russia that relatives of the State employees have share in such profitable business with
support of the officials2. Often they mask it with rhetoric of getting income for the local
budget and new working places. For me it was obvious that the terminal projects at the
Russian South do not create working places for locals (locals do not have a special
education), but even on the stage of the construction it harmed the traditional agricultural
and resort business. In Azov there were a lot of rumours about the share of the Governor
in the methanol terminal project.
According to my observations the growing number of Russian “pipeline” multimillionaires (some of them are State employees or former State employees) and the high
level of life in Moscow3 is a constant source of irritation for the population of the Russian
province.

1

“pipeline economy” is definition for Russian economy which was given by the Russian politician Gregory
Yavlinsky.
2
The wife of the mayor of Moscow is the richest Russian woman (according the list of most rich people in
2004 which was published by “Forbes” magazine (may 2004).
3
According to the “Forbes” Moscow is a city were the most number of billionaires live in the world.
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Risk production turned out to be highly profitable and finally became one of a value for
new economical and political elite. The total alienation from the state and mutual mistrust
led to a situation where the family and clan-corporate structures become the central
institutions of the Russian society (Yanitsky, 2000: 268).

In this situation, the impoverished, tired and demoralised majority of Russians
developed a high level of fatalistic mood and mistrust to any industrial projects of the
financial and political elite. “The cocoon of basic trust” (Anthony Giddens) of citizens to
authorities was destroyed. “A stable background of mistrust to institutions and power’s
mediators are made up in Russia” (J. Levada 1999). The other side of the same coin is
that a critically large mass of Russians sees “any productive activity as senseless”
(Vasilchuk, 1997, p. 2), since the ethic of intensive labour was forced out by the ethic of
money-grabbing and illegal appropriation of state property (Yanitsky, 2000: 272-274).
Sociological interrogations find out a wide circulation of mood about the social protest in
Russian society. But at the same moment the level of real participation of the population
in mass actions is much lower than a level of declared intentions (Levada 1999). The
public opinion reveals that the constant discontent with authorities is a broad tendency,
"normal" background of Russian society life.
According to the opinion poll of Jury Levada’s sociological center there is a
specificity of Russian strikers: they mainly demand fulfilment of the basic conditions of
the labour contract (they ask to pay back the salary debts). It is not actions ”pro” more
beneficial working conditions, but only ”contra” violations of the habitual order (Levada,
1999).
Partly the same tendency - not actions ”pro” more beneficial conditions, but
”contra” of violations of the habitual order was also an origin of the ecological protest in
studied cases (in Azov and Taman). In the first place, the protesters insisted that the
corporation should follow the construction regulations and in the second place they
discussed possible risks.
In Azov the local population revealed their fatalistic mood about authorities
saying to me: “The ecological conflict is only the political game. It is too late to change
anything now. The big money is already given to “proper people” in Moscow”. I was
told: “It is impossible to bargain with the State”. “The mafia has got the power and they
are not going to take our opinion into consideration”.
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One more source of fatalism of the population was the fact that legal forms of
local environmental politic such as referendum and public hearings about risky projects
did not work properly. Moreover, numerous bureaucratic loopholes help the corruption
among officials.

2.3. Risk discussions
The interpretation of risks was one of the key moments in the public discussions
of the terminal projects. According to Luman we talk about risk when the possible
damage is considered as a consequence of someone’s decision; about danger when the
damage (loss) does not depend on somebody's decision and comes from the world around
us (N. Luman 1993: 31). But at the same time other researchers (M. Douglas, E. Giddens)
emphasize that nowadays a discourse of risk can be politically transformed into a
discourse of danger:
Hazards and dangers are now conceptualised as “risks” rather than as givens, things over
which humans are seen as potentially exerting control: “it is a society increasingly
preoccupied with future (and also with safety) which generates the notion of risk”
(Giddens 1998: 27) (Lupthon 2003: 74)
They (risks) induce systematic and often irreversible harm, generally remain invisible…
initially only exist in terms of the knowledge about them … Hence the mass media and
the scientific and legal professions in charge of defining risks become key social and
political positions. (Beck, 1992: 23).

The specificity of cases, which I observed, is that risk and danger are perceived
together “now and here”. The protests were supported with examples of losses, which the
constructions already brought to the local people (actual danger of the projects). The
discussion about risks was based on it: “How can we trust their promises if they came
here and started to destroy things1. Because of what they were doing, everything they say
about countable and controlled risks is a lie. Why will they care about us in a future if
they do not care about us now? It seems that they care only about money”.
Those citizens who already had losses and suffered of it, were looking for support
among others and environmentalists. With the help of independent experts and local
politicians they initiated a discussion about other risks in order to mobilise more people
for the struggle. In the studied cases the core of the protesters were people from the
1

Cultural monuments and roads in Taman; damages to the nearest houses in Azov.
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nearest houses to the construction (in Azov) and those who have a private resort business
near the construction (in Taman1). In Azov the people told others: “Today they (the
corporation) destroyed my house during the inaccurate and illegal construction,
tomorrow they will poison the whole Azov city (in case of an accident at the terminal), or
even the whole Azov sea (in case of an accident with the tanker). Now they treat me
badly, later they will do the same with all of us!”. In its turn corporations organised
counter propaganda about the risk in newspaper articles, seminars and counter pickets
where they gave an opinion on f the risks and profits according to their experts.
The risk interpretations of the corporation and authorities were met with mistrust
from the population because of the mistrust developed over the last years of the Russian
State system itself. “ Wake up! They are going to cheat us again!” said the local woman
at the protest rally in Azov.

2.4. Risk Expertise
…That is precisely where the future of democracy is being decided: are we dependent in
all the details of life-and-death issues on the judgement of experts, even dissenting
experts, or will we win back the competence to make our own judgement through a
culturally created perceptibility of the hazards? (U.Beck, 1999: 71)

Mary Douglas said ‘the new concern with risk’ is part of ‘a public backlash
against the great corporations’ (1992: 15). The public discussion of risk is becoming a
“struggle over meaning” of risk. According to U. Beck (1995: 162) there are the two
major approaches to interpret a risk: 1) natural-scientific objectivism about hazards’
(approach of deterministic science; “system” (Habermas); 2) ‘cultural relativism about
hazards’ (constructionists approach; “life world” (Habermas)):
(1)…Risks, according to this model, are pre-existing in nature and in principle are able to
be identified through scientific measurement and calculation and controlled using this
knowledge (Lupthon 2003: 18)
(2)…The constructing of a risk object is essentially a rhetorical process, performed in
specialized texts or in public arenas and usually involves building networks of
heterogeneous risk objects. It often involves intense struggle over meaning, particularly
in relation to those actors who are deemed to be responsible for the risk object (Lupthon
2003: 31)

1

In summer time the majority of the population in Taman rent rooms for vacationists.
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The first approach is more typical for State experts, the second for experts from
the side of the protesters.

2.4.1. State experts
Mistrust of population to authorities reflects on mistrust to the State experts.
Among other causes could be mentioned: mistrust to the natural science objectivism, mistrust to the Russian experts, mistrust to the Russian bureaucracy, mistrust to promised
gains:
1. Mistrust of natural science objectivism.
State experts support the positivist science paradigm of “countable risk”. The
natural sciences, in the way they are used by official experts, are still based on the positivism, which was so much criticised for its intrinsic “interest to domination” (Habermas,
Foucault, Bourdieu and others). Scientific calculations are challenged more and more by
political groups and activists because the knowledge of different experts tend to contradict each other, resulting in debates over standpoints, calculation procedures and results;
science itself fails in response to the large-scale, indeterminate nature of contemporary
hazards (Douglas 1995: 125-6).
…Lay people have become sceptical about science, because they are aware that science
has produced many of the risks about which they are concerned and that scientific
knowledge about risk is incomplete and often contradictory, failing to solve the problems
it has created. …(Lupthon 2003: 67-68)

The radical greens have their own clear position about the State experts:
“As an anarchist I am against science in its existing form because it is based on the
division of labour which, in turn, is a foundation of inequality. The best case is when an
environmental movement is supported by scientists-turned-public figures who can help us
without any profit. In turn, I am in favour of unprofessional environmental movements…
We are radicals who came from politics, not from environmental science... we urgently
need assistance of like-minded professionals who are capable of showing us an
alternative way out. We need an advocacy science which is represented by experienced
scientists and scholars who simultaneously are prominent public figures”. (Yanitsky,
2000: interview with Rainbow Keeper)
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The radical greens support the local movement with such public figures, who
helped the radical environmentalists both in Taman and Azov and at other actions, among
others a doctor of chemical science Lev Fedorov1 and the academician Yablokov2.
Struggle over scientific interpretations of risk could be illustrated with the following example. In Azov the protesters built their arguments about risk on the statement that
methanol has a cumulative effect. Their opponents invited an expert chemist from Rostov
State University. He said that methanol does not stay for a long time in the human organism (hence does not have cumulative effect). But the experts from the side of the environmentalists explained that methanol decomposes in the organism into two poisoning
components: formaldehyde and formic acid, which accumulate in the liver. So methanol
as such is not accumulating in organism but its poisoning constituents do. The problem
was in the terminology, but the consequences were still not desirable.
2. Mistrust in Russian science.
”Total mistrust of the state institutions coupled with all-penetrating criminality and
corruption mean that people are losing control over their own environment. Using
Giddens' term: `the cocoon of basic trust of a citizen is totally destroyed'. (Yanitsky,
1996, p. 67).

In modern Russia science as a social institution has fallen into a deep crisis. (Yanitsky,
2000: 268). The people mistrust the state experts because of an all-penetrating corruption.
The administrative system supports it. In June 2000 the Russian president issued a decree
which transformed the State Committee for the Environment into the Ministry for Natural
resources. Thus the place of the state ecologists was clearly shown: they were to work for
economical development together with those who exploit the natural resources and be
dependent of them. It means to be subordinate to those against whom you are going to
issue sanctions. It shows that the Russian State in the last turn care about the defence of
the environment.
3. Mistrust of State bureaucracy as an institution
1

Lev Fedorov was before a military chemist, now he has positions in several eco-NGOs: a president of Union for Chemical Safety, co-chairman of Socio-Environmental Union, member Public Environmental
Council of MNR (Ministry of Nature Resources). Lev Fedorov supported the campaigns of protest both in
Taman and Azov in media and newspapers. as an expert Lev Fedorov he was ready to enter the public expertise committee for the terminal projects.
2
He became publicly known as Eltcin’s councillor for environmental politics.
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Bureaucrats use different bureaucratic loopholes in order to approve of projects that may
even violate restrictions. The construction project should normally go through the large
bureaucratic circle (Yanitsky). In this phase the project should be examined and
approved by different state institutions. There are a lot of such institutions and they
duplicate each other on different levels (town, district, region, federal level). In any
situation there are a lot of bureaucratic ”loopholes”, which could be used by an
enterprise.
Officially, normal phase is structured as true circle network, because any project has to be
considered in each of the bureaucratic circle units. But actually this network structure
may have a very complicate appearance. It could be modified by the top officials
(governor and its deputies) who according to their perception of a problem and individual
preferences can substantially change the network structure. Then, since behind every
problem there is a conflict, each interested group will strive to build the network favoured
by the particular group interests. There is room for such manoeuvring and selection since
many organisations responsible for ecology in a region often duplicate each other.
(Yanitsky. 2000. 122-123)

The Taman and Azov cases have shown that for the corporations in Russia it is
easier and cheaper to bribe the bureaucrats and start constructions (even with violation)
and then, post factum, to pay fines and fix up all necessary documents. Thus in Taman a
construction was started on a territory with cultural monuments (ruins of an ancient
Greek town), because the corporation did not apply for an archaeological expertise
beforehand. As a result a criminal case was opened (and later closed), the corporation
was fined (not much) and forced to fix all the documents. But they started the
construction and it seems that for them it is cheaper to pay fines and build the terminal
than stop the process of construction (according to my information they have paid a lot of
other fines for other violations).
In Azov the construction was started in an ambiguous situation about
requirements for such projects. When the project was started there wasn’t any proper law
about length of sanitary zone for such a project and the corporation got a special
permission from the main sanitary inspector in Moscow. During the construction the law
about methanol store objects was issued and the project of corporation did not fit to the
new law. They got in an ambiguous situation and that is why they again asked about
special treatment from the side of the sanitary inspection. Because the money which they
already invested in the project they got exclusive permission which is out of legal
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regulations. Of course such an approach completely ignored the interests of the local
population and irritated them much. Once more it confirmed the locals’ mistrust of the
corporation and authorities.
4. Mistrust of the promised economical gains and profits.
In the struggle over the meaning of risk State experts affirm that economical profits of the
project for the local population is the benefit of risk taking. The corporations promise the
development of the region; inflow of money to the local budget; new workplaces;
integration into the world community and enjoying the fruits of civilization (f.e.: new TV
channels in Taman). They invite to “go along with technical progress”, to become more
civilised.
According to my observations the reasons why the population mistrusts these
promises were:
1. The economical promises of the corporations sound cynical for the population who is
preoccupied with immeasurable values of health of their children.
2. The project influences the local traditional economy (farming, resort business), which
is the only source to survive for the people (for example in Taman) and consequences
for it couldn’t be measured.
3. There is no guarantee that the money will come in the local administrative budget
(authorities are corrupt).
4. The project is a threat to local cultural values, monuments.
5. Industrialisation will bring a lot of new social problems (criminality etc.).
A typical reaction is how the ataman of the Taman Cossack Association responded to the
gifts that the corporation the Togliattiazot gave to the district:
All their gifts are just glass beads. They try to buy us with glass beads as colonizers were
buying American Indians.

2.4.2. Local expertise
‘Risks are social constructs which are strategically defined, covered up or dramatized in
the public sphere with the help of scientific material supplied for the purpose’ (Beck
1996: 4).
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The protest movement use their own experts in their opposition to the State
experts. It is both locals: qualified chemists, constructor engineers and scientists renown
in Russia: ecologists, chemists from the side of the environmental movement. Local
experts stress their localness: “we know the situation better (we can monitor it) and have
more concern about it (because we live here) than any other arrived experts (who will not
live with the construction). Native politicians and grassroot organisations (like the
Cossacks) see in the environmental protest a way of mobilisation around localness: local
traditions, values, and identity. The risk discussions put the question: how to assess the
specific local traditional values, which are in danger? Only local experts can do it, not the
arrived State experts with wrong positivistic scientific paradigms.
The demand to be expert presumes the claim of autonomy and self-governance at
least in some of life domains. In Taman, the Cossacks represented themselves as experts
on cultural heritage of the area. A polemic on the threat to the cultural values was raised
on a highest level: a series of articles was published in a national level newspaper:
“Literature newspaper”. Internationally known Russian writers, artists and scientists
signed the letter in defence of Taman as a highly valuable place for Russian culture. At
the protest rallies, which Cossacks arranged on 20 of June 2002, Cossacks ataman
Maikov in his speech blamed the corporation as an “enemy, devil, and coloniser”. In the
end of the speech he appealed to the people to unite under the Cossacks’ flag in order to
“defend our Motherland”. He supported his speech about cultural heritage of the place by
the arguments: “Taman is the Russian sacred land. It is a place from where Christianity
first came to Russia. Many well-known ancient Russian saints lived here (f.e.: Kiril and
Methodiy who created the Russian alphabet, and Nikon, the first Russian historian).
Many of our ancestors fought and died here. It is a shame for Cossacks to sell the sacred
land to ignorant colonisers”. Another of ataman Maikov’s arguments is that Taman could
become a “tourist Mecca” because of the good climate and numerous historical
monuments. Chemical enterprises here would kill any hope to have it1. Cossacks sent
their delegate with an appeal “to save Taman” to the Russian president’s wife, who is
known for her care about Russian culture. In 2003 Maikov became a leader of the

1

Ataman Maikov called Taman the “Russian Florida”. He brought example when at USA the State bought
out the private oil deposits in Florida in order to keep the peninsula as clean resort area.
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foundation Taman-UNESCO that entered the Save Taman! Committee: coalition of local
activists against terminal project. The construction of the terminal in Taman goes on and
it seems like Cossack organisation have not succeeded to get any political capital out of
the situation.
Risk of terrorism. Separately should be mentioned the new risk which local
experts stressed much: the risk of terrorism. Both Taman and Azov are situated in
regions, close to the rebellious Chechnya. And of course it has an influence on the minds
of the population here. In the late years several violent terrorist attacks were organised in
the area1. During my fieldwork in Azov a few terrorist attacks with Chechen traces were
conducted in the neighbouring Krasnodar and Stavropol Areas right after the terrorist
attacks in Moscow. The protesters stressed that these chemical objects could become easy
targets for terrorist actions. But at the same moment the risk of terrorism allows to
authorities (particularly the police) to be more demanding and harsh with eco-activists.

2.5. Revealing of the public opinion
Legally, the population can reveal their attitude to a risky project through a form
of plebiscite as local referendum and public hearings. But in practise this form of
democracy is difficult to apply in a fair way. The bureaucrats, who lobby interests of the
corporations, have a number of stratagems in order to avoid organising a referendum and
have a positive result of public hearings.

2.5.1. Public hearings
There is a formal rule that a risky project should go through a procedure of public
hearings before it is started. Both projects in Azov and Taman went through it, but when
the hearings were conducted in Taman most of regional eco-NGOs and grassroot
organisations were not informed about it. The only leader of the local eco-NGO
“Reserved Taman” took part in the hearings and approved the project on behalf of
ecological organizations and the local population. We can figure out how objective and
independent was her decision if we take into account the fact that after the public
hearings she and her son got well-paid jobs on the construction. Later, when eco-activists
1

The most known of them are the Hostage taking in the hospital at Budennovsk (Stavropol Territory) in
1995 and the blowing of two houses in Volgodonsk (Rostov region).
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asked her why she did approve it, she complained: they forced me, I was alone, there
were no other eco-activists around to help me to argue with them in that moment”. In
Azov at the public hearings the former leader of the eco-NGO “Defence of Azov
Environment foundation” signed the paper of public hearings. He did it behind the backs
of other members of NGO, because he knew that they were radically against the project.
The next day “the leader” was expelled with shame from the eco-NGO.
As the examples show the authorities and corporations prefer to organise the
public hearings in the quiet without open public discussion in the local press beforehand.
They also invite those delegates of eco-NGOs with whom they can come to agreement,
and corrupt them.

2.5.2. Referendum
According to the Russian Constitution the referendum is a supreme and direct
expression of public power, i.e. democracy. In perestroika time, many environmentally
dangerous projects (especially related to nuclear power station projects) were stopped by
means of it.
In cases if disposition of buildings, structures, constructions and other objects infringe on
legitimate interests of the citizens, the decision about it should be accepted in view of
results of the referenda conducted in the territories. (The federal law “about preservation
of the environment”, Article 35, paragraph 3, my translation)

Later, in 1995-97, changes1 appeared in the Russian legislations that made the
procedure of initiating of the referendum so complicated that it almost cannot be realized
(Blatova О., 2004). According to Blatova in the last ten years there were attempts to
organise referendum in 23 places (in some places for several times) on ecological
problems and it succeeded nowhere.
A number of attempts to initiate referendums were made in the places where I did
my fieldworks: two attempts in Taman and seven (!) in Azov. The activists did not
succeed for different causes, for example: the reason why the last referendum in Azov
city was prohibited was that the terminal project got a regional status (regional authorities
put it in the program of regional development). Because of it the referendum should be
conducted on the regional level (three million population) and cannot be conducted on the
1

In the moment the series of new atomic projects was initiated.
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city level: as a result the procedure to initiate it became considerably more expensive and
complicated.
During my fieldwork in Taman the Cossacks attempted to organise the local
referendum a second time. Many of them were involved in the process of collecting
signatures to initiate it. When the radical greens asked them for help in performing the
protest actions, the Cossacks answered that they could not participate in the actions
because it would be considered as propaganda for the referendum and authorities would
have reason to refuse the local referendum again. Anyway, later the authorities found a
reason to ban the referendum.
As a result the Cossacks from one hand were not successful in organising the
referendum (even though they collected enough signatures), from another hand they as,
an influential local organisation were concerned that their legitimate claim of a
referendum would be rejected by the authorities if they were too heavily engaged in the
protest campaign in alliance with the radical greens. As a result the radical greens did not
get the support which they expected from the Cossack when their started the protest
campaign. However, the preparation for a referendum became a trap for a considerable
part of Cossacks (it consumed time and energy, without giving a positive result).
Nowadays Russian environmentalists do not trust the idea of local referendum
anymore. For their opponents and authorities to appeal to the population to organise
referendum become a trick, which supposed to calm down of discontent population.
(Later, because complexity of the modern law about referendum the opponents with
support of authorities could ban the referendum or its results).

As I observed in the

Taman case the radical greens initially mistrusted to the initiative of the Cossacks and
warned them that they would not succeed.
If before, the decision about arranging of referendum could be the result of the
protest campaign, nowadays the radical greens more tend to insist on conducting fair
public hearings (with their “independent” experts). The mass radical protest tends to be a
”referendum on the street” which is supposed to force the authorities to make “right
decision” (especially it is effective before the elections when the politicians are more
sensitive to the demands of the population).
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2.5.3. Some observations on corruption in Azov
During the protest rallies protesters put other demands about social problems in
the city to authorities: bad conditions of roads, garbage, alcohol and drug smuggling.
Local people told me “How can we trust the authorities if it is possible to sell illegal
alcohol and smuggling drugs in the city? The smugglers easily corrupt the police. As I
observed myself all over the town it was possible to find a place where they sell a cheap
homemade alcohol (4-5 times cheaper than in the shop). Such places exist for years and
the police do nothing to change the situation. I visited myself one of the places. The
person who sold the homemade vodka also held a private shop with various commodities.
Next door from the shop was always open and led into a small yard where usually was a
line to a small window. When my turn comes through the window I saw some of
equipment for production of the alcohol drinks. It was also possible to order the simple
food (like salt cucumber) to eat after drinking of the homemade vodka [samogon]. In the
yard there was a small table where you can have a drink and chat with a friend. I describe
the place in the details because I was so stricken by the impudence how this illegal “bar”
was functioning. The only thing that they lacked was a sign on the door that here the
cheap alcohol is sold. I was told that there are places where you can buy drugs in the
same open way. I can imagine the scale of corruption in police here.
Another example: during the protest actions in Azov the police for whom my
presence with camera was a disturbing factor demanded from me to get temporary
residence permit in the city (there is a formality in Russia that if you stay in the place
more than 3 days you should get the temporary official registration). When I told about
the police harassment to the husband of my aunt he gave me advice (he is from another
country (former Soviet republic Uzbekistan) and lived in Russia without a registration for
quite a long period of time): he suggested me always have a change (few bank notes in 50
roubles1) in the pocket, and when a police officer asks me about the registration I should
just give him one bank note. The way he told it, I understood that for him it was the
habitual way to deal with the police when he had problems with residence permit in
Russia.

1

~ 1,5 $ USA
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I am a Russian, but even for me the scale of corruption in the region, which these
two examples represent, was really surprising.
In this chapter we have seen that the fatalistic attitude of a considerable part of
the Russian people to environmental risk discussions was actually inherited from the
Soviet time of propaganda of industrialisation. Another source of mistrust is the allthrough corruption, which has produced a mistrust of the modern State experts and
bureaucrats. We have also seen that there are obvious difficulties with articulating the
public opinion in its main legal forms: public hearings and referendum. From another
side the Russian State institutions often ignore the legitimacy of the local perception of
risk, local values and local expertise.
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Chapter 3. The radical greens in Russia. Equality as ideology.
In this chapter I tell about the Russian radical greens movement that took its
shape just over the last 15 years. The idea about equality is a part of the ideology of the
radical greens. I attempt to analyse how the Russian radical green movement was formed
out of tree sources: the Russian anarchist movement, the environmentalist movement and
the counter culture movement, and how the practice and ideology of the Western radical
green movement influenced them.

3.1. Hostile context and the place of radical greens in the
environmental movement
According to Yanitsky (1999) the environmental movement in Russia now exists
in a hostile context produced both from the side of the State and the citizens. The Russian
political and business elite continues to gain on production of risks, but the tired and
demoralized Russian population, who has a quite high level of risk acceptability from the
Soviet time, is preoccupied with surviving and moreover can enter in ”negative
solidarity” (accepting) with the risk producer if it gives any kind of profit, such as jobs.
In this situation environmentalists became a disturber for enriching of minority
(political elite) and surviving of majority (citizens). Thus the State (financially) and
citizens (as members) did not give much support to the ecological activities of NGOs. As
a response Russian environmentalists started to integrate in international movements and
applied for financial support from the West. Aside from some positive effects (educating
of environmentalists and keeping the movement alive), this practice had some negative
consequences, too. One result is a bureaucratisation of the movement and an enlarged
gap between environmentalists and citizens (main priority given to those projects that
could be financed by Western foundations).
The radical greens movement is an exception from this “rule”. The radical greens
in the post-Soviet space are represented by the radical eco-anarchistic the Rainbow
Keepers movement, the eco-communitarian association ATSHY and a few other eco-
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anarchistic projects1. The anarchists’ movement the Autonomous Action and the human
rights movement The Movement Against Violence also have their ecological programs.
The hostile context does not affect the radical greens much, because most of them are: 1.
De-facto always in political opposition to the State (radical-extremist methods, anti-State
ideology); 2. They still try to keep good relations with the citizens. In the protest activity
local population usually support them because activists directly turn to their local
interests (the Russian radical greens choose the environmental problems which already
disturb the local population and can be easily perceived as dangerous and risky). 3.
Russian radical greens are an anti-bureaucratic and financially independent movement.

3.2. The Russian radical greens
The Rainbow Keepers are a semi-legal, officially not registered organization of so-called
"radical greens". They have no internal regulating documents and shaped structure...
They are basically educated young people who have not found themselves in business or
in criminal activity”. (From the FSB report "Concerning the movement the Rainbow
Keepers", September 8, 1998).

In the former USSR republics mass ecological protests became possible only at
the end of the 1980s when the ruling regime started to lose the control over society.
The oldest radical greens movement in Russia - The Rainbow Keepers - appeared
in 88-90s on a wave of environmental mass protests in Volga region cities2. The core of
activists from different cities of the Soviet Union was formed during these protest
actions. Since that time RK has conducted protest campaigns almost every year in
different regions of the European part of Russia. Now RK have a few regional
associations (groups) in different regions of Russia. As a rule these local groups were
formed after large protest campaigns in the regions. The number of members in the
organisation varies from 200-400, most active 30-50. RK has central archives in
Kasimov: the Russian provincial town in the Ryazan region. Some activists live here as a
commune and call the project - Kasimovskaya alternativa: (“It is a project of creating an
independent territory as a base for socio-ecological changes in Russia”). RK issued
1

Radical groups: Ekozashchita (Kaliningrad), Ekozahist (Kiev), The Anarho-Ecological Resistance (Perm),
“Duplo” cultural center (Samara), ATAKA (Ijevsk) etc. [клуб "Альтернатива" (Саратов),
инициативная группа "Череповец", Антиядерная программа СоЭС и др.]
2
Chapaevsk (1989) – campaign against a project of a plant for destruction of chemical weapons in an inhabitable area. Balakovo (1990) - campaign against a project of expansion of the nuclear station.
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newspapers: The Rainbow Keepers and The Way To Freedom, The Third Way and have
Internet sites: www.rk2000.chat.ru, www.goryachiy.narod.ru, www.duplo.narod.ru.
ATSHI. The eсo-сommunitarian project "ATSHI" was started in the beginning of
July 1996. They were involved in some projects of RK and for a while considered
themselves as a Caucasian wing (a group member) of the Rainbow Keepers. ATSHI was a
regional movement and was mainly involved in activities at the Krasnodar Area. Besides
environmentalism, ATSHI was involved in propagation of communitarian ideas. ATSHI
was consolidated around a commune of activists with information center and archives in
Maikop city. There were a few independent fractions of the movement in a few other
cities of the region: Krasnodar, Novorossisk and Sochi. Nowadays ATSHI is transformed
into an officially registered eco-NGO: IES – the Independent Environmental Service on
Northern Caucasus. The organisation is one of the most active eco-NGOs among the
environmental organisations of in the Russian South.
The anarchistic movement - The Autonomous Action (AA) - has its group of
radical greens. The movement exists since January 2002. AA defines itself as “a
revolutionary socialist movement, which aims to realize libertarian socialism based on
such principles as direct (unparliamentary) democracy, self-government and federalism”
(www.avtonom.org). The Autonomous Action is the broadening network of regional
libertarian socialist groups from the former Soviet Union republics. Radical greens from
other movements (RK, ATSHI etc.) entered the movement and participate in the
ecological program of AA. The Autonomous Action mainly consolidate around Avtonom
magazine and Internet site with the same-name.
The radical greens also organise single symbolic protest actions (in Moscow and
other cities which are usually related to political/historical/environmental1 events/issues)
and annual common conferences (RK sometimes conduct them during the protest camp).
The Russian radical greens take part in international conferences and protest actions
abroad.
For those who wants to become a member of these radical green organisations the
first participation in a radical action is considered to be an act of initiation: for RK it is

1

F.e.: Elections, 1st of May, birthdays of known anarchists, against environmentally dangerous laws issued
by government.
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necessary to participate at least in one protest camp, for AA in two protest actions. ATSHI
had several levels of involvement in the organisation (core, body, aura). For the lowest
(aura) level it is enough to participate in a protest action. For the highest levels (core,
body) it was necessary to be accepted by others, in this case you will get a new name.

3.3. Three main sources of Russian radical greens
It is possible to say that Russian radical greens appeared out of three major
sources: environmentalist movement, anarchist movement and counter-culture (Sistema).
The ideology and practice of Western radical greens also influenced them much.
Russian radical “greens”

environmentalist movement

anarchist movement

Western radical
greens
The Sistema
(counter-culture)

Figure 0 Russian Radical Greens and its origins.

3.3.1. Relation with anarchism: Ideology, aims and methods
Ideology
The alternativists are principled adversaries of the state as a political institution. In their
opinion, a radical ecological modernization can be carried out only via an alternative
project for the society at large. The alternativists' major ideas are decentralization of
power and economic activity, self-provision and self-organization. (Yanitsky 1996)

Nowadays in Russia two main ideologies of "green radicalism" dominate: 1. Deep
ecology1 (an “official” ideology of such international environmentalists organisations as
Earth First!, Sea Shepherd Conservation Society, Animal Liberation Front etc.), and 2.
eco-anarchism, more often called a social ecology (the term is offered by Canadian ecophilosopher and activist Murray Bookchin). Left organizations (mainly anarchists) had a
strong impact on the development of the radical greens movement in the former USSR.
Now, approximately half the members of such movements are anarchists (Fomichov,
1

The term deep ecology was introduced by the Norwegian eco-philosopher and eco-activist Arne Naess.
He made a declaration about principal difference between ecologists-reformers (he called them “shallow”
ecologists) and the ‘deep” ecological movement. (A. Naess, 1973) The ideology of the movement was
much influenced by the books of Aldo Leopold “Thinking Like a Mountain”(1949), where nature (organic
and inorganic) have a mind which is superior to the human one and Edward Abbey’s “The monkey wrench
gang” (1975), about a band of successful eco-terrorists.
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1997). In ecological actions the post-Soviet anarchists have seen an opportunity for
practising many ideas as well as a way of close interaction with the population at nongovernmental political levels. In its turn the environmental movement, which was
betrayed by the other politicians (democrats, communists, patriots etc), has found
anarchists as reliable allies, since anarchists do not foster any plans to make political
capital of environmental problems. The ideology of the major part of the Russian radical
greens (The Rainbow Keepers, ATSHI) tend more to social ecology/eco-anarchism
because they are oriented towards the population and the local grassroot organizations.
This is in contrast to the deep ecologists who because of declared biocentrism (Earth
first!) often keep a distance to the actual social problems.
According to the concept of “social ecology” of Murray Bookchin, the
harmonization of relations between society and nature can be based only on
harmonization of relations between people. “I submit that an anarchist community, in
effect, would approximate a clearly definable ecosystem – diversified, balanced, and
harmonious” (M. Bookchin, 1964). Bookchin borrowed many ideas from anarchistcommunists (mainly from the Russian anarchist Petr Kropotkin) and he has filled it with
new ecological meanings. Contrary to the traditional anarchists, Bookchin admits the
necessity of taking part in politics on the local level. He advocates the returning to the
politics “…in its Hellenic meaning as the management of the community or polis by
popular assemblies, not as statecraft and parliamentary activity…whose solidarity opens
the prospect of a new politics based on Libertarian municipalism” (Bookchin, 1990: 184).
Social Ecology. Summing up the ideology of Social Ecology/Ecoanarchism
Russian radical greens conclude (Fomichov, 1996):
-

Human society must be the main object of the ecological movement’s activity.

-

The creating of a new society should go simultaneously with creating of a new
person. Because it is impossible to realize this project on the base of existing sociopolitical institutions, it is necessary to create new ones. That is why the strategy of the
ecological movement should be a development of the alternative civil society, which
will be a vehicle of an ecological imperative (Fomichov, 1996).
Other anarchic (right anarchists, anarchists-communists etc.) and libertarian

movements (socialists, human right-defenders, new lefts, communists, etc.) traditionally
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take part in protest camps of radical greens. The propagation of various human rightdefending, anti-fascist, antimilitarist, feminist and communitarian projects and ideologies
takes place in the protest camps. Only fascist organizations1 are not welcome there.
During the protest camp activists propagate their ideologies: directly - through the
seminars and workshops in the camp, by means of literature2, and indirectly - through the
symbolism3 and social practices (protest actions, decision making process, vital practices
etc.).
During the protest campaign in Azov the anarchists agitated for a protest action
based on the idea of opposing the State. The biggest response they had was from youth to
whom an ideology of resistance and a romantic image of revolution are close. The left
radical rhetoric of anarchists (anti-capitalism, anti-fascism) also found sympathy among
adults (pensioners) who were raised up in the spirit of Soviet anti-capitalist propaganda
(although they put different meaning in the notions of capitalism and fascism4). For
example, at the blockade of the supply road to the terminal the local people (children and
pensioners) waved anarchist flags; the slogan “Against the power of Capital – get away
with terminal!” became very popular among locals and they used it during all the protest
rallies and demonstrations. For a moment the word anarchy and anarchist gained a
positive meaning in some local newspapers. Anarchists actively supported anti-State talks
among locals (for instance the protest appeal that one should not participate in elections
because authorities do not care about people, hence they are useless). “Because of you
(anarchists) we became more brave in words and actions, we do not respect the police at
all” – one local woman said. The radical greens joke about it: “those locals who get close
to us become more revolutionary, but those who get too close become counterrevolutionary ones5“.

1

Fascism, here, is a discrimination according to any features (national, ethnic, sexual, age etc.).
The books, anarchistic and environmentalist periodics and leaflets of the movement. In the invitation to
the Azov camp it was written about aims/ideology of the Radical Greens.
3
Besides “official” (symbol, flag) also folklore/mythology, slang, life style, appearance, etc.
4
Not many locals consider the Soviet system as state capitalism, like anarchists do. The word fascism in
ordinary Russian mind is mostly associated with German fascism in Second World War, not with nationalistic ideologies in general, as anarchist do. One of the shortest definitions of anarchy that I heard from the
anarchists went: Everything that is not anarchy is fascism.
5
It is a hint on disturbing eccentricity of eco-activists for the local people.
2
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Aims
Aims declared by radical greens and particularly by the Rainbow Keepers follow
from the ideology of the movement (S. Fomichov: 1997; Fomichov, Kuchinsky, etc.,
2000):
1. Solving the environmental problems. Ideally it is the closing of the risky object.
Partly, it is “a demonstrative blow” in order to remind that the Green movement still
exists (“Our opponents shouldn’t think that life is honey”).
2. Modelling of the camp as an alternative society. It is an attempt to create a temporary
alternative commune in the camp.
3. Further supporting of the local initiatives (not only environmental ones), as a base for
developing different forms of self-organisation and self-government; helping local
people to become integrated in the world of environmentalist/alternativist
movements, “export of civic society” (Fomichov, 1999: 5). As a secondary part of the
last aim there is the propaganda of environmental values among the local population:
changing in general the attitude to environmental issues by authorities, industrialists,
local media and labour collectives. Improving the image of greens both among the
population and in the “mainstream” environmental movement itself (raising of a
"fighting spirit").
Methods
By virtue of the ideology, the methods of the Russian radical greens are deeply
related to an activism of local protesters. The strategy consists in carrying out long-term
(more than one month) radical, "agitating" campaigns. Their essence is a permanent work
to involve local populations in a process to resolve the problem. The important issue is
that authorities cannot ignore such campaigns (Fomichov 1999: 48).
A direct protest action is the main method. The radical greens plan a campaign in
such a way that the pressure on the dangerous construction or authorities grows from
action to action. Activists prepare radical actions (blockade or occupations) beforehand
and carry them out only when the local population is ready to support them and
participate in them, but authorities are disoriented. (Fomichov 1999: 52)
Because of a declared openness of protest campaigns, radical methods ("ecosabotage") that Russian radical greens usually use have a form of blocking or occupation
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of objects (machineries, offices, buildings, roads etc.). It is open actions: in contrast to
closed actions of deep ecologists when the equipment could be wrecked (“monkey
wrenching”).
The radical greens apply non-violent methods of resistance (Mahatma Gandhi’s
approach), and quite often become victims of violence from the side of police and
workers/guards of the blocked enterprise. I observed some actions that were characterized
by demonstrative self-torture as a sign of protest1.
Left and extremism. During the Azov campaign activists attempted to perform the
symbolic “orange” action near the regional administration in Rostov city. Before and
during the action a lot of the radical greens were arrested and harassed by the police.
Numerous police officers were gathered as a shield around the administration building on
the day of action (read description of action at the Appendix Four, p. XVII). All these
actions of authorities may look strange to observers from outside.
A probable clue to this puzzle: why the police in the South of Russia are so
suspicious about radical greens, could be found in the so-called Krasnodar case (19981999) and the case of NRA (2002-2003). The Krasnodar case is a case about an attempt
to blow up the administration building of Krasnodar Area: the young anarchist with a
bomb was detained. The case of NRA is a case about a mythical organization called the
New Revolutionary Alternative (NRA), which made some explosions in receptions of
FSB (no people were injured during these terrorist attacks). In both cases young left
extremists were involved. Some of them earlier participated in ecological protest camps
organized by Russian radical greens. During the investigation of the Krasnodar case
numerous searches and interrogations, and withdrawals of computer databases were
conducted among activists of the green movement (even in ‘mainstream’ eco-NGOs as
the Socio-Ecological Union). A black shadow of these terrorist cases still lays on the
radical greens movement and probably because of it the police takes sometimes
exaggerated safety measures.
According to my observations the radical greens movement is not a milieu for
cultivation of "the left terrorists", quite the contrary. Eco-activists vigorously reject the

1

Protest hunger-strike (usually without drinking), chaining to the blocked object in such a way that it
causes significant physical discomfort and suffering, etc.).
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left political terrorism (even symbolical) because it goes far beyond their non-violent
methods and (as was shown NRA and Krasnodar cases) produce fears and mistrust in the
movement itself. "Terrorism only strengthens the State and therefore is unacceptable for
us" – anarchists in the camp told me. In the ecological protest campaign rebellious youth
can canalise their destructive energy in a positive and publicly legitimated way: struggle
for environmental protection with the use of non-violent methods. In the protest
campaigns teenagers learnt to take an active civic position, take responsibility and were
inspired to raise their educational level.

3.3.2. Relations with the counter-cultural Sistema: social organization,
New Age ideology.
Social organisation
The radical greens are much influenced by the Russian counter-culture: hippies,
punks etc. In the Late Soviet time, this counter-culture milieu had name Sistema (system)
and had illegal/ underground form with specific social organization and its specific traits1
(T.Schepanskaya, 1993). After the collapse of the Soviet Union the Sistema developed in
a few different directions (because of new opportunities and freedoms) and split in several movements. Its heirs: the rock-music milieu, different New-Age movements,
communitarian projects, etc. The political heir of Sistema became the anarchist and
radical greens movement, which the activists call Dvijenie (the Movement) in contrary to
Sistema.
Today Sistema could be observed in several manifestations of its social organization: tusovka – kommuna (commune) - festival. Tusovka originally was a place in the city
where pipl2 meet each other, spend time and meet newcomers. Now the meaning of the
word became wider: “Tusovka is at the same moment a place for communication, communicative style and specific subculture milieu”(E. Balakirev, 1999; T.Schepanskaya,
1999, my translation). “Tusovka is non-formal social organisation for common leisure
activity, partying”(Kuchinsky, 2000, my translation). Kommuna is a group of neformals
involved in specific projects (usually musical or spiritual) and living together. Festivals in
1

In contrast to the West counter-culture milieu, in the Soviet totalitarian conditions the Sistema as a
counter-culture phenomenon had no declared political aims (because it was dangerous) and was mainly
concentrated on music and spirituality (New-age philosophy).
2
Person from counter-culture.
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counter-culture appeared after perestroika, and it was a new phenomenon for Sistema:
usually it is an annual summer event, where groups of neformals from different parts of
the country gather to present their projects to each other and the local audience1. In contrast to official festivals there is no enter fee.
The radical greens movement adopted these forms of Sistema’s social organisations to their ideological context. Thus for them kommuna is a common living group of
activists with archives (RK in Kasimov, ATSHI in Maikop)2. The tusovka as a place to
share information and contacts the Movement realized mainly in cyberspace using Internet sites and mailing lists. The music counter-culture milieu as a part of Sistema is a constant source of newcomers to the Movement3.
It seemed to me that protest camps of radical greens has same traits in common
with counter-culture festivals: one year event; a big gathering of activists from different
regions/countries; a place for exchanging information, presenting projects/ideas; an open
event with absence of clear boundaries with audience. Specifically should be mentioned
the atmosphere of celebrity and the carnival traits of the event, which will be analysed in
the last part of Chapter 5. During protest camps the activists arrange concerts, exhibitions, street theatrical performances and even film screenings.
Different groups of radical greens are influenced by different branches of counterculture milieu: thus some of the Rainbow Keepers and the Autonomous Action activists
came in the Movement from the punk-music milieu. Among ATSHI I felt a distinct influence of hippie and New Age culture.
Style and New Age Ideology
Hippie style can be observed in appearance of the atshi4. It is cloth and hair style,
way of communication, names, art and music, fenechki5). Atshi say: we are different from
hippie because we are activists in a first point.

1

For example annual hippies festival “Rainbow” which started to be conducted in Russia since 1992.
Headquarters-archive of RK in Kasimov, kommuna ATSHI in Maikop.
3
The Movement can interlace with the rock-music milieu in the social political biased music projects (underground social punk, rap albums etc.) and music festivals. In Azov protest campaign protest camp get
support from the one of the Moscow rock club **** and the union of radical artists.
4
Self naming of movement members.
5
Special furnishings which are hand made and often used as a gifts.
2
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Besides the ideology of eco-anarchism, on which they are basically agreed, atshi
like hippies, are involved in spiritual, esoteric practises (alongside with ideology of
communalism) which relates them also with some of New-age movements.
We elaborated our internal language, with ideas borrowed from Castaneda, Radzhnish and
1
2
Roerich , Valery Lomovtsev doctrines but also from our own sensation of Way - which we
go in our life. There is a talk that we are a sect. We are laughing at it and partly agree that we
are a sect! In contrast to the rest of the world, our spiritual attachment to each other, the field
of love and understanding, shamanism and other practices actually remind of a sect. …In
contrast to a real sect we are an open society: everybody is free to enter and leave our system.
(Bolotnikov D.: 1998a,b, my translation)

In my first meeting with atshi one of them took my hand and told me that she was
checking my bio-energetic field on the compatibility with others. Next time I have
noticed how the leader of the group showed his care about the atmosphere for the daily
common meeting: it should release the “thin energies” which will help to unite the group
during discussion. Because of the involvement in spiritual practises the Rainbow Keepers
joke about atshi: “Society of ATSHI Consciousness” (allusion to “Society of Krishna
Consciousness”)

3.3.3. Relations of radical greens with “main stream” eco-NGOs and
grassroots organisations.
According to my observations experienced radical greens, usually, belong to
several movements (environmental, anarchists etc.) or are in close contact with them.
Different local and non-local NGOs and grassroots organisations united during the protest
campaign. The radical greens use the resources of all these organizations during the
protest campaign (eco-NGOs support them with professional experts, equipment and
communication facilities; grassroots help with food and money; human right defenders
help in legal questions).
The relations of the camp activists and International Socio-Ecological Union
(ISEU) should be mentioned separately. It is the largest umbrella organisation for most of
1

Carlos Castaneda, Bhagwan Shree Rajneesh (Osho), Nicolas Roerich
Among ATSHI I often had heard about the sacrifice-program. It is a key concept of a so-called doctrine
by V.Lomvtsev according to which spiritual development of the the Moscow mental school person should
follow the sacrifice-program (as opposed to an ego-program). Shortly speaking sacrifice-program is an
altruism that oppose to egocentrism of ego-program. The person with the sacrifice-program does not ask of
pay back for his or her actions. One of the primary goals, which the person should task, is not doing the
harm to the world around as far as it in his/her power to do. The fundamental value of the sacrificeprogram is sincerity.

2
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the Russian eco-NGOs and embraces more than 200 eco-organisations (including the
Russian department of Norwegian Bellona). Some activists of RK, AA, ATSHI are
individual members of the Union. Some of radical greens are coordinators of the
“Localisation” program of the ISEU. For instance IES-ATSHI had a second name the
Socio-Ecological Union of Northern Caucasus because it is a part of ISEU. The
International Socio-Ecological Union always oversees the thread of the protest campaign
of the radical greens and help them. The radical greens are connected through the ISEU
with independent experts, media etc. During the protests campaigns they help the local
organisations to enter the Union.
The radical greens enter in coalitions with local organisation for a time of the
protest campaign. Such a union of local activists can be called a movement of one
settlement (S. Fomichov, 1997). In Taman the coalition called The Save Taman!
Committee and consists of: IES (ATSHI), RK, The Taman Cossacks Association, Taman
women’s organization, the Taman-UNESCO foundation. In Azov such coalition was
called The Anti-Methanol Movement, and besides radical greens from RK and AA it
consisted of the Molokanovka street committee, the Azov Cossack Association - Azovskiy
Yurt - , Azov women organisation and other NGOs (see the figure 2 in Appendix Two).

3.3.4. Symbolics
The symbols of Russian radical greens reflect their relations with anarchism,
counter-culture, environmentalism and Western radical greens.
Names and symbols of radical greens’ organisations.
The Rainbow Keepers. According to one version the origin of the name Rainbow
was inspired by the famous GREENPEACE1 boat - Rainbow Warrior. The symbol of RK
also has its root in the Western green movement. The maple leaf with a fist reminds us of
the image of the European antinuclear movement symbol - Smiling Sun 2 (in its radical
representation, photo 3)

1

I also have known that the first manifesto of the Rainbow Keepers at 1990 was a translated in Russian
copy of the old GREENPEACE manifesto.
2
The Smiling Sun, known all over the world as the symbol of the anti-nuclear movement. It was designed
in April 1975, by a member of the Aarhus group of OOA, the Danish "Organisation for Information on
Atomic Energy". (The Smiling Sun, WISE Bulletin in May 1978)
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“…1. A symbol ofthe Rainbow Keepers (photo 4) is a conventionalised maple leaf with
eyes, a smiled sharp-toothed mouth and a left hand, which is reached up and balled into a
fist. 2. A flag of the movement has an image of the symbol. (From resolution of
conference of RK, 1996, Moscow)

As we see the symbol stress two things: ideology of a protest, resistance (sharptoothed mouth and the fist) from one side and environmentalism (a maple leaf) form
another.
ATSHI. The name ATSHI is taken from a novel of Ursula (Kroeber) Le Guin:
"The Word for World is Forest". The novel is about an amazing planet where people lives
in natural harmony with the wild nature and is called the forest and world with the same
name: ATSHI.
The name of the Autonomous Action (AA) movement was inspired by the German
Autonomist movement which appeared in 1970s on the wave of anti-war, anti-nuclear,
feminist, and squatter movements. The symbolic of the Russian Autonomist is borrowed
from international anarchist and left-radical symbolism (photo 6).
Nick-Names, addressing and slang.
Anarchist and left-radical ideology of radical greens is reflected in their slang and
nick-names. Activists usually addressed each with words anarh, komrad. Some nicknames like comrade Mahno, comrade Cherniy, UKrop are reminiscent of famous
Russian anarchists: Nestor Makhno, Lev Cherniy, Petr Kropotkin. Among atshi the Latin
America revolutionary resistance symbolism was popular, reflected in the form of
addressing each other like amigo, companeros and in a popular saying like: No
Pasaran!1, Venseremos! There is a legend that the name of one of the ATSHI’s leaders Er
is a probable reminiscent to Ernesto Che Guevara.
Some atshies’ nick names symbolise a relation to New Age ideology (tribalism,
paganism) and Eastern spiritual practises. A root of a name can be a name of season:
Iyul’(July); time of day: Noch’(Night), Utro(Morning); event of nature: Veter (Wind); the
name of an animal or a plant: Ptica (Bird), Samshit (Box-tree) etc. Many of the names
consisted of just one or two sounds (which is not typical for Russian names): R(A), Ou,
Yu, Di, Tau, Bu, Er.
1

A song with this title and refrain (eco-terrorist text) performed by one of the members of ATSHI became
an informal hymn for the whole radical “green” movement.
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Symbols that remind of fascism or are military like are not welcomed in the protest camp. In Azov there was a case when one radical anarchist demonstratively cut the
shoulder strap from the new military-like uniform of a young activist that he had just
bought. “Shoulder straps should be removed because it is a sign of militarism and totalitarianism”. “No logo” style (do not wear cloth with logo of corporations) is also preferable.
Activists use symbolic during protest actions. One of widespread forms of a
protest action is hanging out a flag of a movement on an attacked object. It has a meaning
of a symbolic occupation of the object. In Taman: RK raised flag on a barricade of a
blocking office (see the photo 5). In Azov: RK attempted to hang out the flag on the
construction crane (they were beaten up by workers and later arrested by police). Around
the protest camp and construction site activists hung out a few flags on lighting-towers
(along the railway). It was a symbolical occupation of the space near the terminal in order
to extend the boundaries of the protest camp which itself represented a symbolical attack
on the construction because it was located near the construction gates. A symbolic
occupation can also be performed as a graffiti attack: in Azov eco-activists put the
symbol of RK (protest slogans or other symbol of anarchy) on the construction’s walls
and other “enemy” buildings. The highest level of such symbolic occupation is arranging
a music concert in the occupied place. In Azov an example of it was a concert on the
barricades of the blocked supply road to the terminal.
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Chapter 4. Equality as a source of legitimacy. Situational analysis of the protest campaign (Azov case)
In this chapter I consider the feeling of equality as an important source of
legitimacy for protesters. This analysis is a part of the situational analysis of the protest
campaign. I explore the attitudes of the main actors (radical movement, local movement,
corporation, authorities, police) to the events and the legitimacy of their actions. I
consider it possible to combine the situational analysis with Bakhtin’s dialogic approach
in order to make it easier to see different levels of dialogue between actors in its dynamic.
Equality in the protest campaign becomes an argument of the legitimacy of public
opinion: “We are equal because all of us agreed in our opinion”. Situational analysis
reveals the struggle for legitimacy. Before analysing the situation we should take a look
at its elements: arena (the camp, headquarters, places of meeting), actors (radical greens,
local protesters, corporation, authorities) and actions.

4.1. The protest camp.
A protest camp is the best place to observe the radical greens. A protest camp
could be defined as a group of radical greens who perform protest actions during a protest
campaign and live in tents in the vicinity of the risky construction. A protest campaign
where the protest camp is a key element could be called a protest camp campaign1 (in
contrast to a possible protest march campaign).
In the strategy of the Rainbow Keepers the protest camp is not only the place where
participants of the campaign stay; it is a round-the-clock presence: a constant reminder,
which does not allow neither to the authorities, nor to their opponents, the local
population, to relax. It is a base where planning, preparing and starting of numerous
propagandistic and radical actions take place. The protest camp is also a socio-cultural
phenomenon: it draws the attention of media and public to itself. ..Besides, it is a place of
social communication and decision-making where activists operatively reflect, estimate
and correct their actions. It is the place where all of them can raise their educational level
at seminars that regularly take place here. At last, it is an attempt of modelling of mutual
relationships corresponding with the utopian ideals of the movement. (S. Fomichov 1999:
48, my translation)

1

A campaign, here, is an ideologically and structurally (in space and/or time)) connected series of actions
designed to bring about a particular result.
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In this text I call the participants of the protest camp eco-activists. Other
protesters are referred to as activists or local activists.
A few words should be said about age and social status of the protest camp activists. In Azov the eco-activists whom I met in the camp were mainly 18-25 years old (the
youngest –16, the eldest 35). Among them were students, workers, artists and unemployed. A considerable amount of them linked themselves to counter-culture. A few of
the activists had high education (mainly historians, sociologists and ecologists). Two of
the anarchists had a candidate degree in history science. The main explanation why foreign activists could not participate in the protest campaign was that according to Russian
law foreigners could easily be deported from the country. There were almost no activists
from foreign countries. The protest camp was visited by one activist from Finland (he
studied at a Russian University), a French activist-sociologist (she worked as a journalist
in Russia) and two Poles (these Poles even did not show up at the actions because their
visa to Russia were out of date). Local activists: the only unemployed local activist constantly lived in the protest camp. From time to time local youth spent the night there.

4.1.1. The preparation of the protest camp
The practice of organizing protest campaigns by the radical greens shows three
basic ways of doing it: 1. Spontaneously (Taman 2002). 2. As a continuation of the campaign of the previous year (Taman, 2003; Kasimov 1998; Votkinsk 2002 etc.), 3. As a
campaign prepared in advance, a few months before (In Azov, 2003; Perm, 2004). For
several years radical greens formed a tradition of doing an exploration before organizing
a protest camp.
The protest campaign in Azov in 2003 was related with the protest campaign in
Taman in 2002. Activists from IES (ATSHI) had learned about the situation in Azov during the meeting with other environmentalists of Russian South, in April 2003. At this
meeting the eco-NGOs formed the South Russian Environmental Network. The activists
of IES had suggested to their colleagues from Azov to ask for help from the radical
greens. In May 2003 (two months before the protest campaign started) an initiative group
of the radical greens from Moscow came to visit Azov, to get in contact with local activists and to investigate the local situation. They studied the problem, collected information
about local supporters and adversaries, and made a first sketch of the campaign’s strat42

egy. The place for the protest camp was chosen and cheap variants of reaching the place
were learned about. The initiative group consisted of two Rainbow Keepers and one activist of Autonomous Action from Moscow. Some activist of AA from the nearest town
Rostov helped them, too. After the investigation the initiative group came back to Moscow. The 8th of June in Moscow, at the *** rock-club there was a meeting of eco- activists where they discussed the beginning of the campaign. They started to mobilise participants for the protest camp using the radical greens network. The network consisted of anarchistic, libertarian and ecological mailing lists and Internet sites, and covered a few
hundred respondents. Information about the camp, contact phones and home addresses of
local activists and the initiative group of eco-activists, were forwarded from one mailing
list to another. After the 10th of June the mailing list and the Internet site
www.azovcmp.tk of the protest campaign were open. Information about the protest camp
appeared on the Internet sites www.russia.indymedia.org and www.avtonom.org. In Moscow, eco-activists established a press-centre with the support of ISEU1. During the campaign there were always activists in the press-centre who contacted media and experts
and dug for information about the corporation and its projects. The “calls for action”
(press releases about start of the protest campaign) were published in funzines2 and in
ecological periodicals. The printed invitations to the protest camp were spread at rock
concerts.
... Activists agitated people for the camp in different towns of Russia. In some cases the
eco-activists, by purpose, went to some places for the agitation. Everybody was invited
to the protest camp. From the person who agitates depends much the type of people who
will come in the camp. There were cases when taking part in the protest camp became
very popular in counter-culture milieu. (M.Kuchinsky, 2000, my translation).

The organizers of the protest camp principally never cover the travel expenses for
the activists. Practice had shown that when this was done, the protest camp attracted a lot
of “parasites”. Most of the radical greens hitchhiked to the place [avtostop]. People were
coming to the protest camp during the whole campaign. At the declared date of beginning
in Azov there were less than ten radical greens. The first activists to arrive (before the
camp was open) were lodged in the local activists’ houses near the terminal construction
1

International Socio-Ecological Union.
The officially not registered counterculture magazines (fun magazine - fun-zine) with musical and other
counter-culture issues.

2
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site. After establishing the protest camp at 3rd of June the initiative group was dissolved,
and the whole camp became responsible for decision making on common meetings.

4.1.2. The headquarter/press-centre
One of the key elements of the protest campaign is the headquarter or presscentre. During the preparation the initiative group found a place for the headquarter at of
local activists’ headquarter: editor's office of the local newspaper The Read-TV-week
[Chitay-telenedelya]1. In the press-centre activists wrote press releases and spread them
using Internet; they made here the prototypes of the agitating leaflets; here they contacted
journalists, gave them on-line interviews about current events by using phone and had
appointments with officials. The most of economical questions (food, lodging, money,
etc.), strategy and tactics of the campaign the eco-activists were discussing here on the
every Monday weekly meetings of Anti-methanol committee2. Several times these
meetings moved to the police station area to defend eco-activists who had been arrested
the same day.

4.1.3. The camp
Activists sat up the camp after the biggest (for the whole campaign) protest rally
on the 3rd of July. Establishing the camp was a key action of the rally and the “official”
start of the protest campaign.
The protest camp of the radical greens had all common characteristics of the tent
camp. It grew with an increasing number of eco-activists. When the camp was not big
enough, some empty tents were put up for demonstration, in order to make the protest
camp look more impressive. For the same purpose the camp was arranged with banners,
flags and posters, which later were used at the protest actions. The camp had a fireplace
around which usually common meetings were organised. The camp inhabitants arranged
a kitchen, a garbage pit and a toilet in the vicinity of the camp. In the camp, besides
living, eco-activists worked on agitation materials (banners, posters etc.), met
newcomers, contacted journalists, locals, construction officials and police. In the tradition
1

In Taman such a headquarters/press-centre was a headquarter of the local Cossack association. Ecoactivists brought here a computer and got in connection with Internet. There were several rooms for persons
on duty and temporary lodging of newcomers.
2
In Taman the eco-activists had weekly meetings with Cossacks in the headquarter.
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of the Russian radical greens a protest camp is a territory under dry-law: it is prohibited
to drink alcohol and take drugs during the campaign. The greens accept this rule to
escape rumours and provocations from the side of adversaries. The violation of the
prohibition was a typical cause for conflicts in the camp. Another tradition is a twentyfour-hour watch of the camp by one or two activists1.
After a month of locating near the terminal gate, the construction security guards
forced to move the protest camp out of the place. They did it on the base that the land
belonged to the construction site. Eco-activists moved the camp into the yard of the
nearest private house where local owners allowed them to live. In this house locals
arranged beds for eco-activists and the dining room. It was as well the place to store
expensive stuff and equipment and hide from the bad weather. The place was not much
known for those who were not activists and as a private territory it had legal protection
from the invading of police.

4.1.4. The support of the protest camp by local inhabitants
Local people helped the camp of the radical greens a lot. Local activists from the
committee of the Anti-methanol movement organized a collect of money and food. Money
was collected during each protest rally and also in the streets close to the terminal. This
function was on kvartalnie (delegates of the streets in the Molokanovka committee) and
they did it on their streets. By decision of the committee everybody who gave money to
the Anti-methanol movement’s fund were mentioned in The Read-TV-week newspaper (if
they agreed to it). Local businessmen also made some considerable contributions2.
Women from the Anti-methanol movement cooked for the greens. In the Anti-methanol
movement was a paymaster: the local woman gave money to the greens according to their
needs. She even offered some money to me for covering the expenses on videotapes (I
did not accept the money).

1

In the history of the movement were cases of violent attacks on the camps: the activists were beaten and
their tents were burned down. Several times eco-activists were forced out of the camp: police or security
guards of the construction put them together with tents in cars and moved away from the territory, sometimes 30-40 km distance from the town. The place of the camp could be ploughed up afterwards to make it
difficult to use it for tents. That was in 1992, 1993, 1997 and 1999 (Kuchinsky).
2
In Taman local farmers supported the camp with fresh vegetables and fruits; the bakery gave for free
fresh bread and bus drivers allowed activists to use bus for free.
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Another important support of the locals was defending the eco-activists from the
police. Quite often local women stayed in the camp for a night watch, in order to protect
the activists from police harassments. During the supply road blockade local women
defended eco-activists from attempts of police to arrest them, sometimes they literally
covered eco-activists with their bodies. A few times when eco-activists were detained,
local women organised a demonstration near the police station with demands to release
them. Later the police started to transport the arrested activists to another city to escape
the folk demonstrations near the police station.
The eco-activists and local activists had different status for the police. It was
almost impossible to arrest local women because they were much older (“We are the
same age as your mothers and grandmothers”), they were women (the cops were mainly
men), they were local (and usually knew the policemen and their relatives) and they had a
moral right to struggle because the problem directly concerned them. The radical greens
knew about this and planned actions at moments when many of the local activists could
shield them.

4.1.5. Mobilisation of people during the campaign
Besides the protest camp eco-activists communicated with the local population
during mobilisation of the protest actions.
Public inform-post. Activists started the protest campaign with an inform-post at
the Petrovsky boulevard: the place were a lot of people usually was walking. The
informational-post was arranged with banners and posters. Here the local population
could read information about the problem at the stands and get agitating leaflets. Each
time before a protest rally eco-activists with PA1 drove or walked to crowded places and
invited people to the protest action, distributed information about the problem and current
events in the campaign. At the same time they put up agitating leaflets or handmade
posters.
Two cases of effective mobilization of the population should be mentioned
specifically:

1

Public Address system
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1. Before the protest rally the 3rd of July people had gathered in a few separate
places in town and then, as a demonstration, went to the construction site, on the way
collecting more people. Moreover as I have learnt it was a negotiation with a few big
local enterprises where the employees had finished the working day earlier and were
encouraged to participate in the demonstration. This tactic worked well and at that day
was the biggest protest rally (3.500 –5.000 people).
2. When the protest campaign in Azov came to its most radical point, another
approach of mobilization was approved. Before the 9th of August the eco-activists walked
over the blocks and multi-storey buildings1, gathered the inhabitants for a small meetings
and invited them to participate in the action of civil disobedience (the blockade of the
federal road).
Collecting of signatures on petitions during the protest rallies and on information
post is another way of mobilisation:
Collecting signatures as a sign of protest do not have value anymore (for several years)
because authorities and corporations do not pay attention to the opinion of the population if
it does not go along with actions. However, collecting signatures is a strong mobilizational
factor. The person takes the first step to active struggle when he/she puts the signature
under paper with demands. This moment is a good opportunity to talk with the person and
it is more likely that after that he/she will come on the next protest action and will be active
in it, than just after reading the information leaflet. The petitions could also become an
address (telephone) book. It will be easy to invite the most active people later individually.
Besides, the collecting of signatures on a petition is always a good cause for a meeting with
different organization or labour collectives. At last, it is also always good to have this
petition later as an argument when you meet with journalists or authorities (Fomichov,
1999: 49, my translation).

Newspapers and media were an important source for mobilisation. Officially
permitted protest actions were announced in the Orlov’s The Read-TV-Week newspaper,
which also always informed about current events of the protest campaign (Picture 9,
Appendix One). Opponents also had newspapers that supported them. According to my
observations the position of newspapers or TV-channels was much related to their
location. Thus if most of the city newspapers were mainly on the side of the protesters
(only one of four newspapers criticised them), on the regional level the critic of the
protesters was much stronger, probably because the regional administration was for the
construction of the terminal. When it came to the national media they mainly covered the
1

Especially near the place where the action was going to be
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happenings in a positive way (excluding some financial newspapers). But even the
national media confined themselves to a few short reports out of prime time news. With
the closing of the oppositional TV-channels last year it seems that the reports about social
protests are not welcome anymore: a situation that hardly could be imagined in
perestroika and Yeltsin’s time.
The media either criticised the social protests or informed with sympathy about
growing social tensions. As I was told by activists: “Bad” material in the press in most of
the cases is better than nothing”. Research on propaganda reveals that the majority of the
people remember news in general traits only (Bron Taylor, 1992). Of course it does not
mean that the Russian radical greens do not care at all about having a positive image of
their activities, they just do not get nervous about being criticised by the press in nonobjective (biased) articles (Fomichov, 1999: 50).

4.2. Situational analysis
“The intellectual isolation of a set of events from the wider social context in which
they occur in order to facilitate a logically coherent analysis of these events” (Mitchell,
1987: 7)

According to Mitchell (1987: 9) three epistemologically distinct components of
the social structure should be specified: 1) a setting or a structural context within which
behaviour occurs. 2) a set of events, activities or behaviour, and 3) a situation that
consists of meanings, which the actors themselves attribute to the event or activities.

4.2.3. Set of events.
According to my observations in Azov and Taman a protest campaign had two
main stages: 1. A peace phase of protests, and 2. Radical protests and repressions.
During the peace stage several officially permitted large protest-actions (rallies,
demonstrations) were made. Negotiations with local authorities had begun. Protest
actions were non-radical. Initial ecological demands were transformed in political
demands: claims for public participating in decision making and blaming authorities for
corruption and weakness.
At the repressive stage the protesters’ pressure upon the authorities was amplified
with actions of civil disobedience: it was supposed to give a signal to the authorities at
higher levels (the regional and federal ones). These actions were not officially permitted
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because of the radicalism. Under pressure by the population the authorities started to
consider the problem: they arranged inspections, boards, committees, meetings with
activists, etc. At the same moment they started repressions (especially against alien ecoactivists). As a reaction to the repressions at demonstrations, rallies and in the media
activists started to dispute the brutality of the police. The activists made claims to the
Russian parliament and to human right-defending organisations.
In Figure 3, Appendix Two we can se how the large number of protesters in the
beginning (B,D) noticeably declined towards the end of the campaign (G,J,K). At the
same moment the number of detained and arrested activists grows. The blockade of the
construction’s supply road, undertaken after the biggest protest rally (B), lasted for more
than a month and ended with a growing number of arrests. Further, for a while, the public
inform-post appeared again (A). Next to it came the orange action in Rostov city (J),
which was characterized by a burst of arrests. (For more detailed description of the
protest campaign see the chronicle in Appendix Four).

4.2.2. Situation.
Actors
The main actors involved in the protest campaign consist of two struggling
camps: on one side radical greens and the local protest movement, on the other side the
corporation which conduct the construction, the authorities who allowed them to do it
and the police.
All the actors had aims, which they openly declared or hided in the situation (obvious and latent aims). They acted according to norms which they considered to be accepted in the society and which legitimated their actions.
Legitimacy
“…Situational analysis therefore lay stress on the study of norms in conflict…” J. van
Velsen, 1967: 146

An ecological conflict develops from the conflict of norms and the ideas about legitimacy: each actor justifies his actions according to his own idea about legitimacy. The
legitimacy of the opponents’ actions was questioned and criticised. The conflict was supported by imperfection of legislation where norms and rules were formulated indistinctly.
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The radical greens also mistrusted the legitimacy of the State legislation because of their
ideology (the laws serve the interests of the power elite).
Equality of the protesters became one of the main arguments for their legitimacy:
“we defend our common interests” (local protesters put a local meaning to it, the radical
greens a general meaning to it –“save the world”). The opponents doubted their equality
and, hence, their legitimacy.
Bakhtin: dialogue, idea and voices
I think that the concepts of situational analysis: situation, disputes, set of events,
structural contexts could be translated in Bakhtin’s terminology of dialogue: his concepts
of dialogue, idea and voices.
…The idea lives not in one person’s isolated individual consciousness – if it remains
there only, it degenerates and dies. The idea begins to live, that is, to take shape, to
develop, to find and renew its verbal expression, to give birth to new ideas, only when it
enters into genuine dialogic relationships with other ideas, with the ideas of others.
Human thought becomes genuine thought, that is, an idea, only under conditions of living
contact with another and alien thought, a thought embodied in someone else’s voice, that
is, in someone else’s consciousness expressed in discourse. At that point of contact
between voice-consciousnesses the idea is born and lives (italised by me V.L.)…
… like the word, the idea wants to be heard, understood, and “answered” by other voices
from other positions. (M.Bakhtin, 1984a: 87-88)

I believe that “the meaning which the actors attribute to the event” (Mitchell)
correspond with Bakhtin’s term of voice. The idea develops through the dialogues
(disputes in Van Velsen’s terms1) of voices. The situation is the life of the idea. This
main idea is the idea of legitimacy (power): “ norms in conflict”(Van Velsen, 1964).
In general the voices of actors could be performed in this way:
The voice of anarchists (greens): “our actions are legitimate because we are going
to save people’s lives ” (“we are called by people”, “we help keeping the planet alive”).
The voice of the corporation: “We want only the best and our actions are legitimate. The
risk is much less then the profits. We were mistaken by the confusing Russian
legislation.”. The voice of the authorities: “Everything should be lawful. It is necessary to
look into the law, we need some time in order to find a proper law, rules”. The voice of
1

… it becomes important to obtain different accounts and interpretations of disputes or other particular
events from a variety of people rather than to search for the right account or interpretation of these events…
as much as possible of the total context of the cases should be recorded – the cases should be present situationally – and the actors should be specified…”(J. van Velsen, 1967: 147)
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the police: “The protests should be legitimate. A legitimate protest is a protest according
to regulations for organising protests1. Protests outside of regulations are illegal (i.e.
illegitimate)”.
These different voices are interrelated, even the voices of opponents have a place
in the minds of protesters (gossips) and vice versa (local authorities support the protesters).
The situation (verbally or symbolically represented by the idea of legitimacy) is
developing in the dialogue between the actors and has a few dialogic line. Among them
the lines: locals – authorities (symbolic actions and actions of civic disobedience, meetings and committees); locals – corporation (actions of sabotage, educational seminars,
gossip and rumours etc.); anarchists – police (physical encounters, ideological confrontation).
These dialogical lines are interrelated and basically create two main dialogical
lines (they were initiated by two local protesters’ voices):
1. Protesters – authorities: dialogue about legitimacy of construction according the Russian legislation.
2. Protesters – authorities: dialogue about legitimacy of public opinion: claims about
arranging a fair public decision making on the project (referendum, public hearings,
public expertise).
The voices of protesters in the dialogic lines could be represented both verbally
(appeals, letters, articles) and visually (protest actions, rallies and media forms). Verbal
contact is typical of first dialogic line which we will call official (rhetorical dialogue).
Visual and symbolical representation of the voices is typical of the second dialogue
which I after Bakhtin will call carnivalistic (see the chapter Five, part Two).
The radical greens
The main declared aim of radical greens is a solution of the ecological problem.
According to my observations in Azov activists had another important but not declared
aim, namely an ideological one: to share the feeling of freedom and equality that
1

In Russia there are rules about conducting protest actions, rallies, demonstrations, etc. Among them there
is a rule that organisers of a rally should apply several days before the action for permission of the protest
rally, they should inform about the place, time and expected number of protesters.
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appeared during the protest campaign. It is a moment when the practising of Anarchism
through the breaking of hierarchical rules and attacking symbols of the power has got
legitimacy of the mass support. It is participating in a carnival of anarchy1.
The ideological/carnival meaning of the situation could be observed in the public
speeches of eco-activists, in their interviews, slogans and banners. Sometimes I felt that
for some of the eco-activists the atmosphere of the protest action (“carnival world sense”
(Bakhtin)) was more important than the actual aim of the protest campaign.
Let us look at two examples. In Azov I observed how RK activists made graffiti
on the wall. The order of doing it was such: first the eco-activist wrote the word STOP (in
big letters and in English) then he put the sign of the Rainbow Keepers, then his signature
(in English), then, following an advice of one of the viewers, he put a sign of anarchy: A
in circle… And only when I asked the artist: “STOP to What?” he realised that he should
put the word terminal (in Russian) in the scarce space left on the wall.
Another example: During the protest demonstration the column of protesters happened to be split in two distinct parts. The radical eco-activists walked in an avant-garde
group and the local activists (mainly women and pensioners) walked behind them. The
slogans of the radical youth had a distinct ideological meaning, partly in English and even
in Italian and Spanish (which means that mainly eco-activists themselves understood it):
«Fascism not get through!», «No justice no peace fuck the police!»2 (In English), «What
solution? Revolution!» (In English), “Anti- Anti- anticapitalista!” (In Italian). The ecoactivists sang the song titled No Pasaran and with a clear “eco-terrorist” message. There
were words in the song’s refrain The Protest is a Happy time!
“We want to save the world from the coming ecological catastrophe. We ask you to save
yourself, your place and you will help us to save the world”.(eco-activist at the meeting in
Azov)

Local Anti-methanol movement
At the beginning a few words about the structure of the movement. The Antimethanol movement had its council. The core of the council was the initiative group of
the inhabitants of Molokanovka (a block of streets near the construction). Besides it the

1

The word anarchy for many of Radical Greens has the meaning of equality and freedom.
The cops were walking along with demonstrators but because they did not understand English they did
not react to the blaming words.
2
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council included delegates of the protest camp (radical greens) and delegates of the local
Cossack association “Azov yurt”, the Azov Women association and some other local
other organisations.
“The initiative group of Molokanovka consists of delegates of the streets. They formed
the group on the common meetings and it represents those on whom the others trust. The
delegates are of both genders, they have different social statuses and different ages” (from
interview with I .Orlov)

The initiative group of Molokanovka partly inherited a structure of the
Molokanovka street committee. The street committee is a kind of street council: so called
territorial public self-government structure. The structure was introduced as an element of
local public politics by Nikita Khrushchev in 1960s. Nowadays such street committees do
not have much right to self-government. They are mainly deliberative assemblies. For
officials the Azov protests were one of the rare examples when such a structure fought for
a right of real participating in decision-making. Most of the members of the Molokanovka
street committee, so called kvartalnie, were in the council of the Anti-methanol
movement. The street committee had a chairman Ivan Orlov1. As a chairman Orlov
defended the interests of the Molokanovka block of streets in the local administration.
Officials considered Orlov as a leader of the whole Anti-methanol movement because of
his position in the Molokanovka street committee. Actually, according to my observations
he never openly pretended to have a special position in the movement, but he obviously
was a charismatic leader of the local part of activists (most of them were from
Molokanovka). Ivan Orlov is an infamous local politician2 and well-known local
businessman. He holds a printing-house in Azov, he is the owner and editor-in-chief of
the most popular newspaper in the city: The Read-TV-week [Chitay tele-nedelya], which
has a solid circulation of 13000. The motto of the newspaper is "The Read-TV-week is a
guard of your interests ". Besides, Orlov is the founder and chairman of the eco-NGO
“Defence of the Azov Environment” foundation” (DAEF), and co-chairman of the South
Russian Public Environmental Defence Network. As an experienced politician, Orlov, in
his person united several local organisations (eco-NGO, the Molokanovka street
committee, the local newspaper) against the methanol terminal project.
1
2

“Micro-mayor” as one newspaper wrote about him. This post is elective.
He was one of the candidates for mayor position in the last elections
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Inhabitants of Molokanovka were the most active in the Anti-methanol movement
because they were located in the officially admitted risk zone and already had some
losses caused by the construction (harm to buildings and flooding of the private
territories). The protesters appealed to the authorities on all levels. Two voices of the
local protesters could be defined.
Voice 1. Violations of Russian law by constructors. According to examinations a
number of building rules were violated during the construction. A considerable number of
houses were located in the zone of risk (sanitary zone) and according to the current
Russian legislation the local inhabitants should be moved from the area. During the
protest campaign the strategy was such: authorities in accordance with the well-founded
claims of the population should insist on fulfilment of the construction requirements by
the corporation (to keep the sanitary zone around the terminal in one kilometre, according
to the Russian standards). It would oblige the construction company to move people
away from the risky area. Obviously, the corporation could not fulfil this obligation
because it was too expensive for them and they would be compelled to stop the
construction or change the project to a non-risky one. The voice of the protesters was
performed in official appeals with letters to the authorities. It was part of an official
dialogue.
Voice 2. The public opinion against the project. This voice had three functions:
claims on public discussion, mobilisation, blaming of authorities. Claims on public
discussion. It is a claim of protesters for public discussion of the risks and for public
decision-making together with local experts. The activists insisted that the local experts in
contrast to official experts had a wider view of the environmental risks and threats to
local cultural values. The movement obtained information that the requirements for a
sanitary zone for such project in other European countries (particularly in Italy) were
wider than required in Russia by 7 times. So according to the European standards the
whole Azov city faced to the same problem that the nearest Molokanovka block has now.
Local experts warned about possible risks of terrorist attacks, accidents with tankers on
the shallow Azov Sea, risks of distribution methanol leakage in the Don River and in the
air. They referred to independent experts, in particular to the well-known ecologist,
Doctor of Chemistry Fedorov. Mobilisation. The discussions about the possible risks
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were directed to mobilise a wide public in the city and the region: to obtain more
legitimacy for the protest based on a stronger public opinion against.

Blaming

authorities. Another side of the protest was blaming authorities of corruption in order to
show that they were not legitimate and should be dismissed. This voice was mainly
performed in public forms of protest: protest rallies and demonstrations, actions of civil
disobedience, appeals in the press. Because of its for this dialogue could be called
carnivalistic (see the chapter Five, part Two).
To continue the example with demonstration we can notice that the slogans that
the locals used consisted of some specific local meanings, blaming of authorities from
one side: Ruin the Terminal! and jail gang of Chub1! Azov is clean land – Build your
terminal near Kremlin and mobilisation/self-supporting from another side: Azov wake up!
As long as we are united, no one can defeat us! We came here and will not go away!
Today we are here with placards, tomorrow we will come with spades/machine-guns!
Orlov’s The Read-TV-week newspaper had the same rhetoric: We are not sheep to be
quiet in a moment when they are going to slaughter us. As one of the local activists said:
We are fed up with them wiping their feet on us.
The corporation
I call the corporation the organisation that conducted the terminal construction in
Azov – it was the Russian Azovproduct company which was founded and invested by the
Italian Triboldi financial group. In the Taman case it was the Russian corporation
Togliattiazot.
The corporation aimed to defend its economical interests in the region. Their
voice was “we came here only with good intentions but enemies hinder us”. They promised to develop the economic infrastructure of the region, make a good income in the local administration budget and create new working places. Moreover the representative of
investors Jan Luigi Triboldi said openly that the Azov terminal project was a touchstone
for the bigger project: the large-scale chemical port in the South Russia2.

1

Chub is the Governor of Rostov oblast . In another version of the slogan: jail gang of Triboldi. [Terminalu kaput- bandu Chuba/Triboldi pod sud.]
2
Petr Ivanov, Malenkiy italiyanec v bolshoy strane. // Sed’maya stolica (Rostov-on-Don). -19.11.2003.036.- p.7
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Gifts were one of the manifestations of the corporation’s voice. Thus in Taman it
were computers for the local school1, to the Cossack organization was offered a fabric for
making uniforms, to the local administration was offered to repair the main street as a
preparation for the anniversary of the Taman village2. It was also promised to bring
satellite TV to the village (“to bring progress in the area”).
The corporation organized a counter-campaign in the press and media. Two
newspapers and one regional TV-channel supported them in Azov. In Taman the
corporation literally bought the local newspaper: because of their money the local
newspaper could increase the number and periodicity of issues. The main idea of the
counter-campaign was to expose the protesters as illegitimate. One way of doing it was
by attacking the assertion of the protesters that they were equal and had common interests
with the local population. The corporation spread rumours supposed to show from one
side that the protesters had leaders and a hierarchy and from another side that the elite of
the protesters mislead the population because of their selfish ends. Both in media and in
the direct communications with the population the representatives of the corporation
made direct or transparent claims to support the following rumours:
1. Local activists are involved in a political game of some local politicians. These
activists do not really represent the population of Azov city. Most of them are fooled and
stupid old ladies.
Let us look at an example:
TV-report, first shot: “leader” of the local activists I.Orlov tells about a cumulative effect
of methanol. According to him invisible consequences of a long-term methanol effect
couldn’t be directly examined. The working terminal will have big amount of planned
discharge of methanol, which will damage the health of the local population (especially
children). Second shot: chemist from Rostov State University explains about expectable
quantity of methanol in the air. He says that methanol does not stay for along time in the
human organism (hence does not have cumulative effect)3; third shot: I.Orlov and
protesters (mainly old ladies) on barricades – voice over: somebody [a known politician] is
fooling the population.

2. The radical greens are employed and supported by competitors from other countries or
even by foreign intelligences. Newspapers make hints that rival chemical terminals from
1

An attempt of the corporation to organise free lunches for the children in the same school ended in a fiasco. The children made a strike against it.
2
At the same moment the constructors severily destroyed the roads to the resort of Volna by their havy
trucks.
3
About ambiguity of such expertise see the p.22
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other countries (Ukraine, Finland) financially support the activity of the radical greens1. It
is a rather stereotypical rumour, repeated through most of the protest campaigns of the
Russian radical greens (M.Kuchinsky, 2000). The strong voice of the rumour even had a
place in the heads of local activists. According to my observations even locals who
sympathize with the radical greens, often asked them privately how much they were
paid2. I should say that both in Taman and in Azov my presence on the protest actions (as
researcher from a Norwegian university) was presented in the rumours as the proof that
greens work for Western intelligence who “wants to destroy the Russian economy”. It is
interesting to note that the statements copied the style of the old Soviet propaganda of the
Cold War time: “Western intelligence”, “they want to destroy our economy”, etc.
3. Junkies (drug addicted), bums (homeless) and parasites have come to the city. As a
proof the opponents pointed at the cloth and appearance of some punks in the protest
camp. In the Azov campaign there was a moment when the opponents put down to the
eco-activist’ agitation leaflets in handwriting near the signature of the radical greens:
junkies, bums, parasites, prostitutes [narkomani, bomji, tuneyadci, prostitutki]…
4. Also opponents actively spread gossip that adults play about unsuspecting children.
The newspaper of the opponents published an article called “Children at the methanol
terminal”. The article told about complaints of the vice mayor about the situation when
children hang around the supply road blockade and adults hided themselves behind their
backs. The opponents put for free the newspapers in the post boxes of locals who lived
near the terminal. The vice-mayor demonstrated a similar rhetoric at the meetings later:
Take the children away! I will talk only with adults … We (authorities) care much about
children in the city, but activists just spoil them, they teach them how to misbehave…
Instead of collecting money for the protest campaign they should better collect money for
a children vacation summer camp.
The corporation legitimated its activities in accordance with the modern Russian
policy of industrialisation: the corporation tries to relate the terminal project with the
1

From the newspaper article: Evgeniy Kalukov. Investicii stradayut predvibornoy zavisimost’yu. // Stolichnaya vechernyaya gazeta (utrenniy vypusk) (Moskva). - 28.10.2003.- 177-001.- p.2
2
According to the rumours the biggest salary which was allocated to Greens was 800 $ per hour, in 1997
(M.Kuchinsky, 2000). According to my observations the radicals did not have any salary. Nowadays even
to receive a grant from environmental foundations is problematic if you declare radical methods. To my
knowledge the total budget of the Radical Greens in the Azov protest campaign, besides help of the local
population, was around 500$ (for two months and 40 people).
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federal program of economic development. Another base for legitimacy of the
corporation is the Russian legislation. The chief of the building company excused: “We
always did everything according to the Russian law, and the current violations were not
our mistake: the law was changed after we started the construction. Russian bureaucracy
misled us”.
From an interview with investor of Azov terminal project Jan Luidgi Triboldi1 (my translation):
— If you could know about all these problems that would appear on the way of realizing the
terminal project would you invest in it anyway?
— You know, I would not. Now we spent so much money on it that there is no way back. But
if I could start it again from the beginning, I would never do it.

The authorities and the police.
In the analysis of the protest campaign in Azov we may clearly define four
branches of authorities, with whom the protest movement have to deal: the Azov city
authorities, the regional authorities, the federal authorities and the police (see the figure
City authorities. Mayor and city council.

The city authorities expressed their support of the protest movement from the very
beginning of the campaign2. The city authorities were ready to fulfil the demands of the
protesters but they did not have enough power. The mayor of the city won the election on
the promise to stop the construction. He did it, but the case was contested in the court and
the corporation started construction again. After the start of the protest campaign the
mayor took a leave, showing to citizens that he washed his hands of the problem. All the
problems with protesters, for a moment, fell on the shoulders of the vice-mayor.
At the same moment the city’s administration building became a target for the
protesters, probably because for them it was a symbol of the local power in general. In
attacking it the protesters appealed to the Governor and complained about the weakness
of the city authorities. Particularly they blamed the members of the city council that they
could not organize a referendum about the problem.
A good example of relations between the city authorities and the protesters was
the supply road blockade. This long-term (one month) action was not sanctioned. The
local authorities were not in a hurry to ban it, and police was hardly involved in the
1

From the newspaper article: Petr Ivanov, Malenkiy italiyanec v bolshoy strane. // Sed’maya stolica
(Rostov-on-Don). -19.11.2003.- 036.- p.7
2
In Taman the main opponent of the terminal construction was the mayor of the village. As a sign of protest he declined the position of mayor.
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conflict. Because of the road blockade the terminal constructors suffered with big losses
in the beginning. Later they changed the schedule of works and found another (not so
convenient) road to supply the construction. Finally the supply road blockade became
almost symbolical but it was a remarkable sign of the local authorities’ attitude to the
protesters. Sometimes the police even defended protesters on the blockade from attacks
of construction workers.
Regional authorities. The Governor and the Regional Duma (parliament).

The Governor considered the terminal project as a part of the program for
economic development of the Rostov region. Because of the protests he was forced to
choose between relations with the promising financial income of the project and the
status of a ruler who respected the public opinion. The Governor found a compromise
which could be formulated as: Everything should be according to the law. All the other
demands are political games and provocations.
Let us have a close look at the first dialogical line of the Governor with the
population – violations of law by the constructors of the terminal. Locals registered the
violations (which were ignored or unnoticed by officials) and presented the information
to experts and insisted on including their delegates in the examination committee. As a
result the authorities started to pay attention on the violations. State inspectors were sent
to the construction, committees were established, deputies of local parliaments made
inquiries, etc. The authorities promised that everything should be in accordance with the
law. A part of the current problems was solved: for example, the truck traffic was banned
on the streets near the terminal construction. The construction was finally stopped
because of lack of the necessary documents (lack of ecological examination of the
project, lack of sanitary zone project), but not closed. The Governor shifted the
responsibility over to the State experts and admitted that they had to make a final
decision. A few months later the corporation obtained the approval of their specific case
from the State experts: an acceptance of the existing short length of the sanitary zone.
The law was “legally” corrected. Meanwhile the Italian investors organized a public
educational seminar about the safety and the profits of the methanol terminal, but they did
not succeed in finding a good response from the local population.
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In the second dialogical line (the public opinion against the project) authorities
behaved in the following way. On one hand, they ignored the fact that the opinion of
most of the population of the city was against the methanol terminal project. Regional
authorities made things look like protesters were indignant only by current violations of
law in the terminal project (first dialogic line). The regional authorities ignored the
cultural dimension of the risk perception. They shifted responsibility for decision-making
over to the state experts only. On the other hand the authorities were not in a hurry with
making decisions about the violations either. It seems they were waiting for a moment
when the wave of protests would calm down by itself. In their turn the protesters were
radicalised and on the background of “war against terrorism and extremism” it helped
officials to represent the activists as antisocial elements, extremist, hooligans, etc., who
did not have legitimacy for the protest and must be neutralized. Using the police, and by
means of harassments and repressions against the activists the authorities “eliminated the
social tension”. Finally, they almost obtained an illusion that the majority of the local
population was not against the construction.
It seems that the corporation had a good lobby in the regional administration, but
the social protests enforced the regional authorities to react somehow. Officials organized
meetings with the activists; the regional parliament (Duma) organized a special session
about the problem, etc. When the social tension was intensified the Governor recalled the
Azov mayor from his vacation. The city authorities were forced to do something with
protest, but unfortunately not about the problem.
The federal authorities.

Local activists suspected a possible close influence of the corporation on the
regional authorities (strong lobby, corruption: there were rumours that the Governor and
his circles had a holding of stocks of the terminal project). Because of it protesters tried a
direct appeal to the federal authorities: they went to Moscow with a letter for the
President and made a press conference for Moscow journalists; two times they blockaded
the federal highway1; they contacted with plenipotentiary of the president at the Southern

1

It is known that in each case of blockade of the federal highway a signal about it goes directly on the
president’s table.
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Federal Okrug. The influence of the president plenipotentiary in the case is still vague for
me but it seems like it was crucial.
The police

The voice of police was adapted to the voice of the other authorities. In the first
half of the protest campaign (the peaceful stage) the police was quite tolerant of
protesters (in accordance with the voice of the city authorities which implicitly supported
the protesters). Moreover most of the actions were authorized and large in number of
people, within the territory of the city authorities’ competence, so only the city police was
involved in the case. The pro-activists The Read-TV-week newspaper positively assessed
the police tolerance and friendly criticized those who were “lacking of self-control”.
District militia officers watched the camp and tried to become friendly with the activists.
The policemen checked the identity of activists without bringing them to the police
station. The peace with police ended after 26th of July when activists issued a decision to
block the federal highway: the day before the police regional chiefs came to Azov to ask
Orlov (the “leader” of activists) to postpone the action.
Repressions began after that blockade. At this moment the moral attitude of the
police changed. In order to easier repress the protesters the police sided with the voice of
the corporation: the activists were not representatives of the society; the social protest did
not express the opinion of the majority, etc. In order to find a legal cause for arresting
activists the police tried to find an actual base for the rumours which were spread from
the side of the corporation: eco-activists are provocateurs (even potential terrorists),
asocial elements (junkies/alcoholics, homeless, prostitutes, spread diseases) etc.
The official explanation of repressions against greens were: 1. Anti-terrorist
operations1 (that is why the checking of identity is so rigorous), 2. Security of authorities
on all levels (mayor, Governor, Minister). 3. Different kinds of precautions against
criminality.
In contrast to the first peaceful stage of the campaign in the repressive stage the
police often used detention for simple reasons (to check identity) in order to neutralize
the activists; “acquaintances with activists” took the form of taking the finger-prints
1 From 9th of June to 9th of July the police conducted anti-terrorist operation “Fatima”, because of

the

two Chechen women-shaheed. At 25th of August

there

was

the

the terrorist attack in the stadium at Moscow made by

terrorist bombing in Krasnodar.
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(without legal ground for it); the detentions lasted more than the supposed 3 hours (the
limit prescribed by the Russian law). During the interview police engaged in harassment
of the activists, FSB-agents started to conduct strict interrogations (asking about belonging to organizations, try recruit to work for the service etc.). The arrests got a more selective character: the police tried to jail the organizers among the eco-activists and keep
them far from the city. To press on the leaders of the local movement the police tried to
open criminal cases: they immediately remembered an old “closed” case where Cossack
ataman Buynov was involved; in the case of Orlov there was an attempt to accuse him of
illegal “journalist investigation” (both cases were closed again after the stopping the protest campaign). The popular cause for arrest became accusations of resistance to police
(for jailing or fine the policeman’s evidence sufficed). Cops started to tear off agitational
posters and arrest the activists who stick them. Several times they practiced illegal intruding on private territory and made illegal search. I observed during the public protest rallies how cops or “FSB-agents” in mufti tried to provoke a fight with greens (they outraged them verbally, spit on the flag, etc.) in order to have cause to detain them. Such
provocateurs also visited the protest camp.
Towards the end of the campaign the escalation of inadequate actions of police
got even a comical shade. At 24th of August cops illegally intruded in the activists’ house
and demanded them to sign a paper promising not to do anything radical in the next protest rally. The activists’ house was under surveillance by police (activists noticed a car
with special equipment near the place). Once police made an attempt to falsify the case
about keeping marihuana in the protest camp (rumour: greens drug addicted) and forced
the eco-activists go through the medical expertise (rumour: greens are anti-sanitary, dirty,
homeless). At the last protest rally the activists, tired of such a treatment, appealed about
the brutality of the police to the regional and federal authorities.
Summing up:
The environmental conflict is based on different understandings of legitimacy.
The corporation, authorities and police questioned and misinterpreted the legitimacy on
which the protest was based (legitimacy of public opinion, human rights declared in the
Constitution). Two dialogical lines, which protesters try to develop with authorities,
finished up in this way:
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1. Complain about violations in conducting the construction (based on legitimacy of
Russian law): the operations of the corporation were legalized by means of changing the
law in favour of the corporation.
2. The public opinion against the terminal (legitimacy of a public opinion): the
authorities made impossible the use of constitutional rights for fair revealing of public
opinion (the local referendum, expertise, hearings). Protesters were presented as not
representative of the population, as asocial elements. The rumours initiated by the
corporation finally started to be in use by police for legitimisation of the harassments of
the activists. The social protest was suppressed by means of neutralising activists and
demoralising the rest of the discontented population.
The officials forced the population to accept a monological conclusion: everything
will go according to the law (but for some reasons the law can be changed in favour of
the corporation). That example shows that proper dialogue between officials and the
grass-root is still a dream in Russian reality. One more time it was shown that public
opinion does not have legitimacy in Russia (as during all Russian history). One more time
people found a proof for their mistrust and contempt of bureaucrats and the Russian State
system in general.
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Chapter 5. Equality in the protest campaign
Protesters practised an ideal of equality in order to legitimate their decisions and
actions. It is a challenging task. In this chapter I consider how it actually worked in the
protest camp and in the protest actions. The first part tells us about equality among protest camp activists. The second part is about equality during the protest actions: its
pragmatic aspects and its carnivalistic aspects in the light of Bakhtin’s theory on carnival.
As stated earlier in the thesis, legitimacy is the main scarce resource sought for by
both protesters, constructors and authorities in these environmental controversies. A
pragmatic reason to gain legitimacy is that it gives the protesters an equal status as compared to the local population. There are some other pragmatic reasons for arguing that
members of the protest campaign are equal. Equality is ideally also part of:
1. Method: As I have explained above, a movement without leaders and a distinct division of labour is less vulnerable to police. Arresting one of the organisers would not
have much effect: he could be replaced by another one. A movement without leaders,
hierarchy, official registration and property is difficult to charge in a court.
2. Mobilisation factor. The radical greens principally do not enter any hierarchically organised coalitions with local people. Thus for the local protesters to be equal (at least
to declare it) was a way to get help from the radical greens. The radical greens are devoted to the idea and come to struggle not for money or other profits. They are young,
creative, cheap and radical, in contrast to the other political organisations.
3. Source of discipline and responsibility: The collective decision-making forms responsible activists. Ideally if the group makes its decisions by consensus, there is nobody
to blame afterwards.
But there are also minuses related to egalitarianism: decision-making consumes a
lot of time. There are problems with “parasites”, those who want to participate without
doing much for the campaign, and there are internal conflicts, which are not easy to settle.
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During the protest campaign equality was revealed in: 1) an absence of formal
leadership and attributive hierarchy; 2) direct democracy (decision-making at common
meetings, and by consensus); 3) taking/sharing responsibility, involvement of everybody
in the activities of the campaign (encouraging of self initiative, taking responsibility); 4)
tolerance towards each other, blaming of any sign of discrimination according to age,
gender, nationality, or appearance (sometimes referred to as “antifascism”);

5)

carnivalistic “world sense” (cf. 5.2.2.).

5.1. Equality in the camp
A construction worker of the terminal: Who is your leader?
Eco-activists: We do not have any leader.
The worker (lightly): So, you are a small miserable group of anarchists?
Eco-activists (proudly): Yes, we are a small group of anarchists.

(At the supply road blockade to the methanol terminal)
To analyse equality in the protest camp it is easier to refer to observations of the
moments when this principle was not obeyed. The main “enemies” of the egalitarianism
were different degrees of activity of eco-activists and the division of labour between
members of the protest campaign.

5.1.1. Categories of camp activists according to degree of active participation
According to degree of participation activists could be specified in terms of core,
body, aura, audience1. For these analytical categories, activists have their own names.
Some names of the categories have been taken from the counter-culture Sistema2.
According to Kuchinsky (2000) and my observations a protest camp could be divided in several categories which a labels for different types of activists (see Table Two
in Appendix Three):
1

According to studies of informal associations by M. Kordonsky and V.Lansberg (1996): core is a group
of members of association who play key roles; body is the aggregate of members and non-members who
regularly help and support the association; aura is the aggregate of people (besides the body) who attend a
considerable part of the association’s meetings and actions but mainly as consumers, for leisure; audience
consists of local people who attend actions organized by the association.
2
In the terminology of Sistema, the neformals could be divided on pionery (from “young pioneers” - youth
official organisation in Soviet time) - young newcomers and oldovie (“old”, experienced neformals, usually
not less than 25 year old). Leaders of local groups are sometimes called centrals (centrovie) (Kuchinsky,
2000)
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1. Tusovka: who are aura of the camp:
a. Pionery,
b. Molodezh –
2. Advancers [prodvinutie] who are body and core of the camp:
a. Sharps [vrubayuschiesya]1,
b. Centrals,
c.

Leaders,

Let me briefly describe these categories.
“Leaders”. According to Kuchinsky’s classification (op.cit.) leaders are activists
who formulated the ideology of the Russian radical greens. They also worked a lot on
‘conquering’ a place for the radical greens in the Russian “mainstream” ecological
movement, for example in the council and in the regional departments of the International
Socio-Ecological Union (ISEU). Their image is inspired by mythology: stories about
leaders were popular in the camp2. Such stories often criticise the idea of being a
“leader”. In Azov and Taman leaders were not present (probably they became less interested in the protest campaign activity)
Centrals. They are group leaders who do not have the respect of everyone in the
camp, as the previous category. In any protest camp (and Azov protest camp was not an
exception) there are always several activists who gather a group of followers around
themselves and are known for initiating different “alternative” projects in the past3. They
form the core of the protest camp. According to my observations in Azov there were
three types of centrals:
1. Initiators of the actual project: They were “situational leaders”, experienced activists
who were respected by others because of initiating the current protest campaign. At the
beginning the activists practically lead the campaign because they had more information
about the project than others. Such centrals do not search for power in the camp and do
1

From slang vrubat’sya (literally to cut in to something.) that means easily get to understand the situation/problem.
2
For example, the carnivalesque story about the punk who has bet with the leader that he (leader) couldn’t
publicly pee at the punk’s pocket, and then the leader actually did it and the punk was proud of it: “Great
[name of the leader] peed in my pocket!”
3
Because of internal conflicts they could split from one radical Greens organisation and create another.
EcoDefence [Ekozashchita], Russia Indymedia, project of "Autonomous Action" were partly initiated by
activists who split from the initial radical greens’ project of Rainbow Keepers.
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not necessarily have charisma. Formally, the initiative group is always disbanded after
the protest camp start (the protest camp become the initiative group) but still the
influence of initiators could be noticeable.
Eco-activists X (m.) and Y (f.) are friends and belong to RK and AA. They visited Azov in
May (for investigation) and then they were the first who arrived to start the campaign in
June. During the whole protest campaign, they took part almost in all protest rallies and
demonstrations (except for the time when they were under arrest). At the protest rallies, the
activist X usually made public speeches and often gave interviews to media. During the
protest rally at 17th of June he actively defended activists who were detained during the
rally. Before each protest action, both eco-activists agitate on the streets with megaphone
and stuck up agitating posters and leaflets. They made agitation materials, wrote press
releases and articles about the events in the campaign for local newspapers. Every day, the
activists together with locals blocked the supply road to the terminal. On the blockade they
inspired the local protesters with slogans. From the early beginning of the campaign both
activists presented the protest camp at the weekly gatherings of the Anti-methanol
movement committee. During the campaign, these activists were arrested more often than
others. Activist X was judged 4 times, two times jailed (for 15 days in total) and both times
held dry hunger strike in prison. After the end of a protest campaign in Azov 2003, the
activists went to Taman to join another protest campaign (X was also one of initiators of
protest campaign in Taman the year before). During the Azov protest campaign the activist
X was blamed by other radical greens for a waste of considerable sum of common money.
At the autumn conference of the Rainbow Keepers it was proposed that he be prohibited to
use the name of RK in initiating protest campaigns. The conference issued a decision that it
would be necessary to gather arbitration about the case. Arbitration was not gathered. In
2004, the activist X entered the initiative group of a new protest campaign without using
RK label.

2. Charismatic group leader (could also be the initiator of the campaign). Usually such
activists appeared in the camp with a group of followers/friends but he/she can also create
group within the camp as a reaction to another group or central. The group often
delegated to the leader to arrange common meetings and allowed him/her to participate in
decision-making on behalf of the group.
3. Manipulator. A manipulator is a kind of central who is interested in influencing others
for personal gain (for fun, for money, etc.). Often he/she does it in a way that may harm
the aim of the campaign (in some cases they could consciously work for the opponents).
The manipulator is against any rules in the camp “because it can’t be anarchy with rules”.
Such manipulators may provoke conflicts in the camp and between the camp and locals.
They could gather around themselves “real anarchists” (a different kind of parasites), and
passive newcomers, and together they can break the “dry law”1, etc. I observed one such
1

Prohibition on alcohol and drugs.
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manipulator in the Azov camp: he spread rumours to provoke conflicts between ecoactivists and locals, he organised drinking parties in the camp, etc.
Centrals usually stay in several other ecological and libertarian organizations. As
I suppose for a moment of my research the old centrals/leaders have partly dropped out
from the Movement because the "leadership" do not bring advantages, only critic. It is
tiring to be the constant target of criticism.
Activist of AA (former activist of RK). I do not know how my role here looks from aside, but
my idea now is: if many people consider me as a leader so it is necessary to change my behaviour. I would like to get off a considerable part of the responsibility. I hope that maybe in
this case the other people will take the responsibility. Unfortunately, the practice shows that
when you get off the responsibility nobody takes it (because it is not a pleasant thing to have).
Nevertheless about my leader position: 1) I really want to get rid of it because I am tired 2) I
think it is essentially wrong... But the milieu and people who know me for a long time meticulously push me back in this role because they have a certain image of me. On the other
hand I am periodically rolled in the role myself: for me it is unusual do not take the responsibility. Before I always terribly blamed such people.

The words leader and central are the blaming words in the camp. They show that
the person tend to dominate others. Among the radical greens there was a whole
vocabulary of synonyms for leaders: elita (elite), vozhdy (chiefs), bat’ky (fathers),
manipulators, dictators, Führers etc. The names of some former leaders became a
common noun (in a negative sense) for a person with leader ambitions.
The radical greens use the formal absence of leaders to mislead the police. Thus
the Rainbow Keepers invented especially for the police a mythological leader Ivan
Slepuha1 (annoyed by the tactic of police always ask about a leader in a first place).
The next protest camp category is the body of the camp, called sharps [vrubayuschiesya]. These activists comprehend the ideology of the Movement. Normally, the
students pass straight away into this category (Kuchinsky, 2000). In the camp sharps take

1

Ivan Slepuha is a character that has appeared during the protest action in 1992 in Lipetsk because of will
of a “mad” local jornalist. In the local newspaper article about the Rainbow Keepers was described how
Slepuha heroically supervised the protest actions… Since the article, the activists “find out”: Slepuha also
participated in the Parisian Red May in 1968; his parents were members of known Makhno’s anarchist
movement in the time of Russian Civil war. Ivan Slepuha is most brave and skilled activist. When cops ask
us their favourite question: “Who is your leader?” We answer without any hesitating, that our leader is Ivan
Slepuha. He is somewhere around. (Told by the RK activist)
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active part in discussions and arrange them too. They are active in the planning, organizing and performing of protest actions.
Our people (singular our man) is a sub-category of sharps. They are activists who
do not accept the ideology of the radical greens (or became disappointed in it) but
sympathise and help them because of their environmentalist activity. Often these activists
are from “main stream” eco-NGOs. For a moment of a protest campaign they agreed with
rules of radical greens.
The naming by sharp [vrubayuschiysya], advancer [prodvinutiy], our man [nash
chelovek] has an appreciative meaning in slang. It stresses an active position of the
person and his/her knowledge of the movement’s ideology. To be in this category is most
respectable.
Among advancers should be mentioned devotees: they are unemployed who
devote their lives to the activism (eco-activism, right defending etc.). According my
observations in the Azov protest camp there were a few such “professional” activists.
One of them had a “nomadic” life style: he always stayed in the city of a protest
campaign for period of time after the summer protest camp and helped the local activists
to establish new NGOs and perform different political actions. Besides activism he did
not work anywhere and quite rare visited his home city. Another activist told me about
him: “His season is the summer. Only in a summer protest camp he has work and a life
that he likes. For him the rest of the year is a waiting for the summer actions”. From the
diary of another “professional” activist: “All that I am doing is what all of us have
chosen. I have rejected everything private and personally responsible. … I could say, that
I put everything on the altar of the new world making. And only when all of us will be in
the same state, that is when SOMETHING [positive changes] is POSSIBLE”.
Tusovka represents the aura of the protest camp. Among them are those
participants who have passed through the initiation1 (molodezh) and beginners (pioners)
who have not been initiated yet. Molodezh usually have a general notion about the
ideology of the radical greens, but they are not active enough yet. Pioners are youth
(often from counter-culture milieu) who first time in the ecological protest camp. They
mostly join it for the sake of leisure, partying (another meaning of tusovka). Hence some
1

At least once participated in a protest camp.
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of them can prevent the camp activity and behave as parasites: they do not participate in
actions; steal common food and property; hide provisions and money brought in by local
supporters; break the dry law. They are on the threshold of participation in the protest
campaign, they can be present at common meetings, but do not necessarily participate in
discussions. Some of them reproduce the idea of "anarchism" as the only form of
resistance to dominating values, and focused on destructive behaviour. Such pioners can
get into conflict with the camp’s system of specific values and rules and be gathered
around manipulators. The protest camps in the Russian South attracted a lot of such
parasites because of the warm climate and the easy access to cheap drugs.
In Azov and Taman I observed another category of tusovka: the experienced
activists (sharps or centrals in the past) who at the present time became tired of activism,
but still would join the protest campaigns in the warm area in summer vacations, mainly
for leisure. The “retired” activists helped the camp in exchanging their skills/experience
with newcomers.
Tusovschik, pioneer, another word passenger are names used for teasing or
blaming participants. To be a tusovschik or passenger means to be inactive and
ideologically weak. In ATSHI there is a rule for passengers: in a commune all
newcomers have a trial period for 3-4 days to get used to the situation (i.e. they are
passengers for a while), but after that time they should leave or get into activity for the
commune. The passenger [passazhir] in ATSHI goes through the “directive sessions”
during which rules and techniques of the commune are explained to him/her. The
instructions were approved at a big conference and hung on the wall to avoid
misunderstandings. For the Rainbow Keepers the main regulation is a resolution of
annual conference. Some general approaches of keeping the protest camp are formulated
in it. Participants acting continuously in the tusovschiks/passengers role could be
excluded from the protest camp/commune by decision of the common meeting.
To sum up: Through these categorisations of role behaviour the main value is
stressed: to be an active, responsible and equal participant in common decision making
and protest actions. The group encouraged activists not to be leader or tusovschik. The
leader will not get the expected respect and will be strongly criticized. A tusovschik will
be blamed because of inactivity. The status of central or sharp as a person with self-
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initiative and without leader ambitions was the most encouraged and respected, it was an
ideal eco-activist. As a result, in the protest camp newcomers learned to be active in the
decision making, to share responsibilities, always have a personal view of the situation
and to be sensitive and critical to any domination from the side of others.

5.1.2. Division of labour in the protest camp
Roughly speaking, the main tendency concerning labour division in the camp
could be characterised by divisions of “clean” and “dirty”, corresponding to headquarter
and protest camp. “Clean”: PR and informational group tended to be in the clean and
comfortable conditions of the headquarter, they had clean clothes. “Dirty”: radical and
supply groups because of they were living in “dirty” conditions of the camp, during some
radical protest actions and jails they often wore more dirty clothes and had less
opportunities to keep clean.
Dirty
Radical group [vintejnaya1 gruppa] is activists who participate in risky radical
actions2. Participation in a radical action has specific rules. Before the radical action
activists are always obliged to get instructions. In Southern Russia there was a precedent
when an eco-activist lost hand during a road blockade (an unforeseen accident). This
accident made a strong impression on the whole Russian radical green movement.
Among us we made a decision: in the protest campaign could participate people of different
age, but in the radical actions only developed and mature activists are welcome. They are
those who already have the experience of similar actions at least in a role of minor
participant, who really understand the consequences of it and are ready to take responsibility.
(from the interview with the eco-activists of ATSHI)

The other important condition is that a radical action should always be carried out
with support of a significant part of the local population (in other words the action should
be legitimate according by local population).
If an activist is going to participate in radical action, some other conditions should
also be observed: it is better to have identity documents in order; one should not be under
age; not have any chronic deceases which can be sharpened because of the action; better
to be a citizen of Russia. Otherwise police can create additional problems for the activist:
1
2

In Russian radical slang vintitsya means to be arrested.
They risk to be arrested, to be beaten, to be ready for physical discomfort.
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prolongation of arrest (if you do not have your ID), deportation from the city (if you are
under age), from the country (if you are foreigner). An experienced radical, like my coprisoner in Taman, had an arrest kit [vintejniy nabor]: a number of necessary things
(some snack, hygienic stuff etc.) that he always carried with him in case he was arrested
(after a radical action eco-activists might be detained anywhere). The activists of a radical
group usually wear clothes that can be put in dirt and torn without pity during the protest
action.
Supply/supporting group. This group consists of activists who are mainly
involved in the preparation of the protest actions and in solving the economical needs of
the camp. Among them is a paymaster [kaznachey]: a person responsible for common
money; komandant - a person responsible for the food supply, dejurnie - activists on duty
in the camp. Being in the camp is also risky: goons, construction workers or police could
attack the camp.
Clean
Informational and public relations group. These activists are involved in writing
of press releases and contacts with media, local and ecological NGOs, independent
experts.
Because people are generally inclined to choose the forms of activity that they
consider themselves best able to do, there is always a tendency that activists group
according to these categories.
In the protest camp activists struggle with division of labour to escape dominance
of the most experienced over the less experienced. They developed several practices:
rotation of activities; exchange of skills (during workshops, educational seminars at the
camp etc.); rotation of access to common resources (money, equipment, information).
A story often told about the rotation was a case when the camp activists decided that several
people should write a press release at the same time. The result was funny because of mixing
of styles: young punk with a lot of grammatical mistakes and slang words could continue the
press release started by professional journalists.

The other reason not to practise a division of labour in the camp was that it would
be more flexible and survivable: the arrest of any activist should not influence much the
dynamic of the protest campaign. It was also a way to invoke and educate newcomers.
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5.1.3. Decision making in the protest camp
The common meeting (“conferencia”).
The process of decision-making is a main
marker of equality in the protest camp.
The gathering of the activists for the
decision-making was called a common
meeting [obschee sobranie] (among atshi
it is called conference [conferencia]). In
the protest camps that I observed, the
common meeting was a daily event.
Let us look at an example of the
common

meeting

from

the

Picture 2 The common meeting in the Taman
protest camp.

protest

campaign in Taman. Activists decided to gather the common meeting before a big protest
action. At the beginning of the meeting there were several groups present: RK and MAV
who had already conducted protests for more than two weeks, and two groups of newly
arrived activists: IES-ATSHI and AA. The activists gathered around the fire (the circle
stressed the egalitarianism of the common meeting). While waiting for others before the
start, some activists (centrals) noticed that activist O had not come to the meeting, and
one of them went to call her. She was going to sleep, but the central insisted that she join
the meeting because some of the activists appreciated her reasoning skills (they knew her
well from before). Finally she agreed to come. As we can see the procedure of beginning
revealed the informal hierarchy. Some centrals did not want to begin a discussion without
certain participants (former central, now “retired activist”), but they did not care much
about some other participants from the aura (molodezh) who did not come. The
motivation for expecting a specific person was that her opinion was considered to be
important by some of “leaders”.
The meeting started with electing of moderator. The sharp activist S was chosen.
The moderator has a technical role of coordinating the meeting: it is mainly to keep an
order of speeches in the discussion, which activists formed by raising the hands.
Theoretically, the moderator is a kind of leader who does not impose his/her point of view,
who is elected only for a short term of meeting and each time supposed to be another one. It
is the same normal thing as to choose a leader for an action when immediate decision-making
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(with the same condition of rotation) is demanded... The moderator should try to structure the
discussion, to distinguish not essential questions and try to avoid discussion that is not related
to the agenda (from the interview with an activist)

Beginners frequently cannot cope with the task of moderator. It is easy to lose
control of the situation when a dispute becomes heated. The first time when I tried the
role of moderator I did not succeed much in handling the dispute and a more experienced
activist replaced me. Sometimes the meeting could be started without a moderator, but
later, when people felt that the discussion went astray, they would select a moderator.
In our meeting two basic questions were put on agenda: 1) What are the demands
of the morning protest action, 2) Technical details of the radical action (what to block and
how to do it). During the discussion the activist E (central) often tried to speak out of his
turn. The moderator S and activist T (she voluntarily took the role of taking care about
rules in the discussion) roughly interrupted these attempts and blamed him for
dominating. The activists G, A, E and O (all of them were centrals, two of them were
initiators of the protest campaign) participated in the discussion more than others. Some
of the other activists began to create a lobby and tended to leave the meeting. The
moderator noticed it and stopped the dispute of the centrals to let the others give their
opinion in turn1. After the round E tried to make a summary (something he seems used to
do in his group). Nobody was against it. After a couple of hours when the activists felt
that they were reaching a consensus they took a preliminary vote. Then a few activists
left who voted against, and they were asked to explain again their points and the second
round of discussion took place. Thus on the first point of agenda (demands of the protest
action) activist E insisted to include the demand to get the terminal project documents
from the corporation for public expertise. The activists G and A insisted that the protest
action in its present stage was not good time for doing it, the demand should be only one:
to stop the construction. Otherwise locals might think that the Greens were going to
bargain with the corporation instead of insisting on stopping the construction. Finally,
and with help of O a compromise was found. The sides came to consensus. To reach
1

Recently common meetings have started to develop a practice of using a sign language borrowed from
international peace movements. The sign language includes gestures by means of which the audience can
give signals to the speaker and others without verbal intervention (a sign - "disagreement", "misunderstanding", "necessities of explanation / translation ", " repeat ", " the orator repeats himself ", " a technical break
", etc. The practice makes a listening audience more involved, visualises its reaction and helps to avoid a
part of problems at meetings with large number of participants.
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consensus took a long time. Some of the eco-activists who were not used to such sessions
started leave to sleep because the common meeting started late and had lasted already
more than three hours (in the beginning they tried to criticize the “chatter”). Thus the
consensus was found and a decision was made by the most active participants (centrals
and sharps) who had forces, desire and experience of participating in such long
discussions.
Why is consensus encouraged?
If a person took part in the common meeting as an equal, he should perceive the final decision
as his own. And because of it he will have absolutely different (much higher) responsibility
than a person who only fulfil someone else's decisions and do not feel and understand enough
the essence of the leader’s decisions (From interview with the camp activist).

This common meeting lasted around 4 hours. The length of the common meetings
is always considerable and takes a huge part of the active time in the protest camp. It has
become a source of legends. There is an often-told story about one of the common
meetings that lasted all night long (8 hours) just because the group couldn’t persuade one
stubborn activist to reach a consensus (after that this person got a name “manconsensus”). Some activists joke that the common meeting became the habitual way of
spending the time1.
The common meeting is a good example of informal hierarchy in the camp,
according to experience and degree of activity: centrals and those who pretend to take a
leadership role are the most active in the discussions, they have a habit to summing up,
often interrupt others, make speculations, manipulations, etc.
The common meeting is considered the main source of legitimate authority in the
camp. The activists can ask the common meeting for resolution of conflicts, for excluding
of parasites, for deciding the positions in the camp (paymaster, person on duty), etc. In
Azov, by decision of the common meeting the person who created troubles for the protest
campaign (was source of rumours, complaints of local people) was excluded from the
camp (first the person was warned, on the second time he was ordered by the common
meeting to leave the camp).

1

After Taman an activist friend invited me to his home town and joked: “We will have some beer and arrange a common meeting with a moderator, as it should be”.
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Besides or together with the common meeting some radical groups (f. e.: Atshi)
practised so-called analysis of a day. Everybody was asked for a daily report: “What have
I done today”. It helped to publicly display parasites (those who had nothing to say) and
to discipline them: showed what kind of behaviour was acceptable and encouraged
reports from active and experienced participants). According to my observations analysis
of a day was an efficient element of the group’s self-governance, particularly on taking
responsibility, involving newcomers in the work, and rotation of activities. For Atshi this
was also a typical self-reflection in a written form.
The self-reflection (i.e. various texts, conferences and analyses of a day) allows us to analyse
constantly ourselves: to feel changes in consciousness and in perception of ourselves, in our
perception of life, in our nature and place in society (both in big and in small), in the
commune itself. Working on the experience of interaction, we are capable to work in-group
and reach results, without suppressing each other (From an interview with an activist).

The common meetings supposed to end in consensus give more legitimacy to the
activists’ decisions because everybody has agreed to them. Everybody has had an equal
position during the discussion. If the decision of the protest camp about a protest action
did not fit in with the plans of the local protesters it was usually supposed to be changed.
In cases that I observed the activists always left the last word to the local protesters.

5.1.4. Conflicts in the camp
As I mentioned before, despite the declared equality the protest camp was not a
heterogeneous organisation and consisted of several groups with leaders (centrals). Each
group had its structure and traditions, which could become a source of conflict.
The division into groups went according to several factors: 1) Belonging to
territory: the nearest big city (Krasnodar – in Taman case, Rostov in Azov case), the
place where the former campaign was (Izhevsk, Chaikovsky in Taman case), the place
where many activists came from (Moscow, Kasimov etc.). 2) Belonging to different
organizations or movements: the division of RK and AA in Azov; RK, MAV, AA and
ATSHI in Taman. 3) Belonging to a counter-culture: hippie, punks, vegans, straightedgers, etc. 4) Division according to roles and activities in the camp. 5. New groups
were also formed as result of conflicts (“Advanced gallery” in Taman).
The reasons for conflicts could be various: disagreements in decision-making, in
methods, in degree of radicalism, in aims and purposes; conflicts about rules of behaviour
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in the camp (in particular the dry law), ideological disagreements, parasitism or attempts
of some activists to manipulate others, etc. The conflicts usually grew in periods of
inactivity in the camp (between the actions)). I was told and observed it myself that in the
middle of the camp period, usually on the 13-15 day of the camp’s existence, the group
reached a so-called “Equator“ - the point when a major conflict happened (causes could
be different). To prevent conflicts activists organised at this time educational seminars
and excursions. When radical actions began (both protest actions, and attacks on the
camp) the camp was mobilized and conflicts reduced.
The most common conflict was a conflict between the “clean” and the “dirty”,
which could also be called a “headquarter conflict”.

Conflict about the headquarter in Taman.
Eco-activists G (~ 30 years old) (Movements against violence) and А (28) (the
Rainbow Keepers, the Movement Against Violence) were the two main initiators of the
camp in Taman. They were friends and came from the same city. When I came to Taman
G, A and activists from the movement Ataka (Izhevsk) set up the protest camp and started
radical protest actions: they formed radical group. Activists of IES-ATSHI arranged the
informational support for the protest campaign. Two activists of IES-ATSHI were always
on duty in the headquarter (press-center). They made press releases and exchanged
information with the central headquarter of ATSHI-IES in Maikop through e-mail. The
radical group spent most of the time in the camp, on actions or under arrest.
After a few days a small group of supporters from ATSHI’s aura arrived in Taman to
help the protest camp. Young activists (17-19 years old) wanted to live in the press-center.
While activists G and A were in jail newcomers lived in the headquarter. When activist G
came back from jail he expressed his outrage of the mess made by the newcomers in the
press-center. G initiated a common meeting. On the meeting the inadmissibility of residing
in the press-center was discussed (the place was given by the local Cossack organization,
and activists promised to keep order here). G and A tried to convince the young activists: 1)
in a press-center live only persons on duty (attendants), it is not a place for habitation of
others, 2) it is necessary to live in camp, because even just being in the camp is a
demonstration of the protest (protest action). 3) The common meetings (as a main decision
making tool) supposed to be carried out in the camp. Activist G tried to support with the
argument that there was a resolution of the Rainbow Keepers conference, which authorized
it (actually such a rule is not present among RK resolutions). One of the newcomers had an
answer to that: "You are talking about the Rainbow Keepers, but I do not relate myself to
any organisation. I came here to work only for myself and my conscience ".
After that discussion the group of newcomers unwillingly moved to the camp but as a
sign of protest ignored a few of the common meetings (later they delegated a person for the
meetings). As a sign of inner opposition the group took the name " the Advanced Gallery "
and even made their own flag (reminding of the pirate one). They blamed activist G as the
main dictator of the camp.
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5.1.5. From the protest camp to other projects and NGOs
The egalitarian milieu of the protest camp helped to grow values of responsibility,
self-initiative, self–discipline in the activists and educated them in environmental and
social problems.
The Rainbow Keepers widely use a myth about Anarchy and Freedom (it is a myth because anarchical and free relations are practically unreal within the framework of existent
state system). The myth of Anarchy involves in the movement the youth who looks for selfexpression and freedom. In its turn "Keepers" really give them a lot of knowledge and
information to reflect upon and a real experience of struggle, organizing of protest and
defending of human rights during protest campaigns, protest camps and protest actions. The
real anarchical community is tried out... (Bolotnikov D., commune ATSHI, 1998, my
translation)

The activists can be “infected” by the protest camp and later start their own
projects: environmental, antifascist, human rights defence. These projects can continue to
be egalitarian (like RK, AA), or can be transformed into NGOs with a formal hierarchy in
the desire to be more effective as environmentalist or human rights defenders in their
work with State institutions as a part of civil society.
For newcomer activists the protest camp is a kind of rite of passage. Most of the
Russian Radical green movements declare that participation in a protest camp or protest
action is an initiation to their movement. It is a passage to a new active social position.
According to van Gennep and Victor Turner all rites of passage have a “liminal” phase
characterised with egalitarianism. For social organisations with such liminal traits Turner
uses the term communitas (Turner 1974). Anarchist and radical green organisations like
the Rainbow Keepers try to keep the liminal stage of their organisation and to continue to
have equal communitas relations. I think that such organisations succeed because of a
high level of activist rotation in the protest camps and the movement. According to my
observations the generation of activists in the camp drastically changed in 3-4 years.
Another reason for their survival is that the annual protest camp, as a main project of the
movement is not a very complicated task to perform having the high level of rotation.
The other radical green organisations like the former commune ATSHI that could not
afford this high level of rotation (they are not numerous, local, involved in more
complicated activities) finally got a hierarchical structure (usually in the same 3-4 years).
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The transformation of ATSHI
ATSHI is a good example of a “spontaneous communitas” which passed through
the liminal stage and got a hierarchical structure. In 1997 the project ATSHI was started
as communitarian project that matured in the protest camps of the radical greens as a pure
“communitas of free and equal comrades – of total persons” (Turner, 1974: 238). For a
moment they even considered themselves as a collective member of the Rainbow
Keepers: the Western Caucasian wing of the movement. Later ATSHI separated and
established the specific movement “River ATSHI”, they developed specific practices in
order to keep this egalitarian state, even developed its own syncretic “religion”, system of
names, common living and decision-making traditions (techniques). But later, probably
because of complexity of the commune’s task (different ecological projects in the
Western Caucasus Area) ATSHI separated according to degree of activism and
responsibility. Finally the commune came to a stage when in order to keep productive
activity the most responsible activists were faced to take power in they own hands. This
act was called the revolt of the junta (ATSHI liked Spanish terminology). The project of
pure communitas relations was frozen: at the last conferencia ATSHI decided that the
project would start again one day under better conditions). They changed the name to IES
(Independent Environmental Service), admitted the structure of formal organization with
chairman, vice chairmen and council. IES-ATSHI became an eco-NGO, part of the
International Socio-Ecological Union.
Because of the official form, the new organisation partly dropped out from the
Green radicalism: they became more vulnerable for officials. For IES-ATSHI it is now
more typical to work with documents and state instances: participation at round tables,
lobbying of projects in the regional government and parliament and trying to influence
financial organizations (like EBRD1). Radical actions are for the young aura of IESATSHI: the “satellite”/daughter organizations supported by IES-ATSHI: Rainbow
Guerrilla, Sarnol. In radical protest campaigns (as for example in Taman) IES-ATSHI
preferred to be involved in activities of the press-center: writing press releases and public
relations. IES continue to use the communitas techniques developed in ATSHI and still

1

European Bank for Reconstruction and Development.
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keep much of the ATSHI egalitarian approach. Other radicals continue to call them atshi.
So am I in the thesis.
It seems to me that the alliance of anarchists and local protesters brings profit to
both sides: anarchists during the protest get from the population a legitimacy to practice
their ideology. Local protesters get strong, cheap and sincere support of radicals in
performing the protests. As an avant-garde of the protest movement the radical greens
also take upon themselves most of the repressions. In the situation and atmosphere of the
protest campaign new NGOs are initiated and the activities of old ones are encouraged.

5.2. Equality in the protest actions
Equality in the protest coalition (the Anti-methanol movement in Azov) was
represented mainly during the protest actions. But as we saw the local protesters’
movements (the Molokanovka streets committee, the Azov Cossack association) who
entered the protest coalition had a hierarchy before. Because of it equality in the coalition
was weaker than in the protest camp of the radical greens. The local group leaders have a
strong influence on their groups. Equality of the Anti-methanol movement was more
rhetorical and pragmatic and did not have the same strong ideological base as in the
radical greens camp. For pragmatic reasons the Anti-methanol movement did not have
leaders and did not include political parties as collective members. The rhetoric of
equality resulted in an atmosphere of the protest actions characterised by carnival traits of
“familiarisation of relations” (Bakhtin 1984b, cf. 5.2.2.).

5.2.1. Equality as pragmatism
No leaders
During the protest campaign the protesters announced that the Anti-methanol
movement had no leaders. But of course the movement had informal leaders. For
example some of the local protesters considered Ivan Orlov as a leader because he was
the chairman of the Molokanovka block committee: the core of the protest movement.
However, the rhetoric of equality firstly sounds from Orlov speeches.
At the blockade of the supply road I observed how Orlov with distinct pragmatism
explained to the women: “We do not have any leader. Once we will declare that
somebody is our leader the police will immediately arrest him or lay pressure on him”.
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Another time on the protest rally Orlov, when giving the floor to one ordinary local
woman, called her “one of the main leaders of protesters”. At the end of the protest rally
while Orlov announced the next protest action, he said: “ I do not know exactly but I have
heard that people around were talking that the next protest action will be at {time and
place}”. Saying things this way he distanced himself from the organiser’s responsibility,
he stressed the equality of anonymous folk.
Orlov’s specific position in the anti-methanol committee shows my observation of
their meetings: the meetings were usually organised in his office at the printing-house;
meetings did not start without him; during the meetings Orlov sat at his table while others
were sitting just in chairs. Among other markers of his informal leadership was the fact
that he was the initiator of all officially sanctioned protest actions, and he was the man to
whom the authorities sent their delegates and experts.
Declaring himself as a non-leader but at the same moment being considered by
the authorities as a leader of the protesters, Orlov was in an ambiguous situation when
delegates of authorities came to negotiate with him. Thus, when protesters prepared the
radical non-sanctioned protest action with blocking of the federal highway at 26 of July,
the evening of the day before the vice-chief of the regional (!) police department came to
Orlov to ask him (as the assumed “leader of protesters”) to postpone the action because
the regional authorities were going to do something about the terminal problem. The next
day, while we were approaching the place of the protest action in his car, Orlov said: “If
there will not be many people I will tell journalists that it is because the action was
postponed”. Orlov used the situation: on the one hand he pretended to fulfil the promise
given by him to the police (to postpone the action), but on the other hand he got a chance
to explain the journalists why the protest demonstration was not very big. Of course
nobody was warned about postponing the action (Orlov could not do it).
The Cossacks were also in an ambiguous situation because of their hierarchical
structure1. They supported activists with material recourses and food, but they hardly
1

During both protest campaigns (in Azov and in Taman) the radical Greens were strongly criticised by
some other anarchistic groups for their collaboration with the Cossacks. The strongly hierarchical Cossacks
are nowadays known for their nationalism (typical ideas: revival of Russian Empire (or Soviet Union, or
“Strong State”), anti-Semitic and anti-Caucasian xenophobia. But in the South of Russia it is almost impossible to arrange any large mass protest without considering this renowned grassroot organisation. The Cossacks are torn apart by their inner conflicts. There are several competing Cossack organisations in the re-
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participated in the protest rallies. Thus in Taman the Cossacks did not show up at the
protest rallies because as they said: “we do not have our order to do it”.
In Azov the Cossacks with their ataman Buynov participated in the protest
campaign. In the city the Cossacks work as security guards; formally it is part of the local
police department. Because of this the behaviour of the ataman Buynov was often
ambiguous during the radical actions: during the blockade of the supply road I observed
how he helped to build the barricades, but when police came to the place he and his
Cossacks immediately left in order not to show that they helped to protesters. Another
example: during the action on the 17th of July (graffiti attack on the wall of the
administration building), the ataman Buynov had a successful negotiation with the police
to release the arrested radical greens, but at the same moment he was very angry on the
radical greens for this action because: 1) He together with Orlov was the organiser of the
rally, and the anarchists had not informed him about the radical action and that the protest
rally got an unexpected form. 2) He was the boss of the Cossack guards of the building.
After the protest campaign Buynov was dismissed from his ataman position and fired
from the security services. I can guess that he was prepared for such personal
consequences. He told me privately that the supreme Don Voisko Cossack ataman was on
the side of the corporation because he had a position in the regional administration1.
Not able to participate in the radical protests because of strong inner
subordination and hierarchy, Cossacks as a “society of warriors” tried to explain their
disability by their “hot temperaments”, “precautions against provocateurs”, etc. As one of
them said to me: “Of course we want to fight, but if we will fight it will be a bloody fight:
for life or death. And that can create a lot of problems for our organisation”.
No political parties
During the protest campaign protesters declared that they would not collaborate
with political parties and politicians who were running for elections.
In Azov the population was quite suspicious to promises from politicians. They
had already elected a mayor and city council deputies who had promised to stop the
construction, but they could not solve the problem. The other pragmatic reasons to not
gion besides the officially accepted one. The main division was on red (pro-communist) and white (promonarchist) Cossacks.
1
He has a share of stocks of the Azov terminal project.
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collaborate with political parties were, first, to escape the blaming in pre-election PR
from some of the local politicians or parties1, and second, to prevent ideological clashes
in the movement.
The protest campaign in Azov was before elections in the Russian Federation
Parliament (DUMA) started. The “leaders” of local protest movement Orlov and Buynov
were forced to give public promises do not participate in any nearest elections.
Through the International Socio-ecological Union the Azov protest campaign was
related to the liberal social-democratic party Yabloko2. The activists were asked to help
with some deputies’ claims. What activists feared finally happened: before the parliament
elections the vice-president of the party declared that the temporary stop of the terminal
construction was achieved with the help of Yabloko. One more time it was shown to the
population how to trust the politicians’ promises. The help from Yabloko came too late
(after the authorities had made the decision) so it could not be considered as a real help.

5.2.2. Equality as atmosphere (“world sense”): carnival of protest
… culture ”sees” in symbols. The images in the news of skeletal trees or of dying seals
have opened people’s eyes. Making the threats publicly visible and arousing attention in
detail, in one’s own living space - these are cultural eyes through which the “blind
citoyens” can perhaps win back the autonomy of their own judgement…(U.Beck
1992:2?)
…“carnival is specifically an expression of freedom from official norms and values, a
special type of communication impossible in everyday life”(Bakhtin, 1984b:10)
… [carnival] builds its own world versus the official world, its own church versus the
official church, its own state versus the official state" (Bakhtin, 1984b (Rabelais): 88).

Types and symbolism of the protest actions
During protest campaigns activists perform two kinds of protest actions: 1) Direct
action of sabotage: creation of economic losses for constructors and authorities (road
blockades, occupation of offices, etc.). 2) Symbolic action (another name is orange
action). Direct action besides sabotage always has a considerable element of symbolism
1

Once, at the weekly Anti-methanol committee meeting I noticed the communist, but he did not enter any
discussions. Later he said to me: “we [communists] do not want to show up ourselves in the protest now
because we don’t want to let your opponents say that the protest campaign is a political game of the communists before the election campaign for the Russian parliament”.
2
Yabloko means an apple in Russian. The name of the party came from Yavlinski’s Block (G.Yavlinsky is
the leader of the party)
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too.

The symbolism of a protest action has several functions: it is a way to

metaphorically inform about problem, it is a way of public blaming and it is a way of
public mobilisation.
Carnival dialogue with authority
According to Bakhtin a dialogue can have a carnivalistic base, in contrast to a
rhetoric dialogue (Bakhtin, 1984a: 132). The typical trait of a carnivalistic dialogue is
familiarisation of relations between actors. Familiarisation is “free and familiar contact
among people” (Bakhtin):
All distance between people is suspended, and a special carnival category goes into
effect: free and familiar contact among people. Bakhtin, 1984a: 123)

In our analysis of the protest campaign in Azov (part 4.2.) we selected two lines
of dialogue (dialogic lines) between authorities and protesting population. The first line
was called rhetorical (official): the dialogue was characterised by subordination and
respect of a hierarchical structure. It is not accidental that this dialogue went mainly in
written form (letters, newspaper articles, parliament inquiries, etc.). The second line had
the typical traits of a carnivalistic dialogue: the population tried to familiarise relations
with authorities through symbolical protest actions. Carnivalistic acts such as parodying,
crowning/decrowning (see at the p. ) were widely used by the protesters. The
familiarisation in carnivalistic acts besides blaming of authorities creates the specific
atmosphere of equality among the protesters that is an important factor of mobilisation in
their struggle.
"Carnival is not a spectacle seen by the people; they live in it, and everyone participates
because its very idea embraces all the people. While carnival lasts, there is no other life
outside it. During carnival time life is subject only to its laws, that is, the laws of its own
freedom" (Bakhtin, 1984b (Rabelais): 7).
…This is a very important aspect of a carnival sense of the world. People who in life are
separated by impenetrable hierarchical barriers enter into free familiar contact on the
carnival square… Carnival is the place for working out, in a concretely sensuous, halfreal an half-play-acted form, a new mode of interrelationship between individuals,
counterpoised to the all-powerful socio-hierarchical relationships of noncarnival life
developing” (Bakhtin, 1984a: 122-123).

Other Bakhtin’s categories of that he call the carnival sense of the world, deeply
related with familiarisations: 1) eccentricity which is “the behaviour, gesture, and
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discourse of a person are freed from the authority of all hierarchical positions (social
estate, rank, age, property) defining them totally in noncarnival life” (Bakhtin, 1984a:
123) could also be met in the protest actions– it was very typical for anarchists; 2)
carnivalistic misalliances: “all things that were once self-enclosed, disunified, distanced
from one another by a noncarnivalistic hierarchical worldview are drawn into
carnivalistic contacts and combinations” (Bakhtin, 1984a: 123), 3) carnivalistic
profanation: “carnivalistic blasphemies, a whole system of carnivalistic debasings and
bringing down to earth, carnivalistic obscenities linked with the reproductive power of
the earth and the body, carnivalistic parodies on sacred texts and sayings, etc. (Bakhtin,
1984a: 123)”.
These carnivalistic categories are not abstract thoughts about equality and freedom …
these are concretely sensuous ritual-pagan “thoughts” experienced and played out in the
form of life itself, “thoughts” that had coalesced and survived for thousands of years
among the broadest masses of European mankind (Bakhtin, 1984a: 123).

The authorities did not accept the carnivalistic dialogue and always tried to turn
the dialogue into a hierarchical manner. They tried to put protesters in a hierarchical
frame, too: they insisted that the protesters have leaders, and that the radical greens
belonged to organisations, which lead them (foreign intelligence, etc.).
Besides their familiarising function symbolical actions are also a spectacle, which
figuratively inform about the situation in question: problems, risks, who was to blame and
possible ways of handling the problem.
The utterance of the carnivalistic dialogue is a performance. The utterance could
perform the basic demands of the protesters, but they could also be an immediate reaction
to an event during a protest campaign. Even a place (square) of the protest could be an
utterance.
Carnival Square.
“The central arena could only be the square, for by its very idea carnival belongs to the
whole people, it is universal, everyone must participate in its familiar contact. The public
square was the symbol of communal performance.”(Bakhtin, 1984b)

During the Azov campaign the protesters changed the square from action to
action: this changing of the squares was directly related with changing of their demands
and targets of blaming.
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1. At the beginning, two protest rallies were performed near the terminal construction
site. The chosen place carried the message: if authorities cannot defend us, we will do
it ourselves. It was supported with actions: the protesters established the protest camp
and the blockade of the supply road.
2. The protest rally near the city’s administration building. The message: we do not
need authorities who do not defend us. It was supported with carnivalistic acts of
graffiti attack on the wall (“plague spot”) and burning of puppets of the city council
and regional parliament deputies.
3. The blockade of the federal road. The message: maybe regional authorities will
notice our demands under pressure from the federal authorities.
4. The attempt of the “orange action” near the Rostov region administration: If the
Governor still ignores us we are coming to his place.
The change of squares shows that protesters with each next action choose the
higher level of authorities to press on (the city authorities, the regional authorities and the
federal authorities).
Carnival familiarization in a few examples:
17 July, graffiti attacks, children drawings competition.

The protest rally at the 17th of July started with the graffiti attack: radical greens
were hanging from the roof and writing on the wall: “Terminal is shit” to the applause of
a thousand viewers. After that the police arrested the activists. Under pressure from the
crowd the police released them within an hour.
The action metaphorically informed that authorities were to blame because they
allowed the construction of a risky terminal. Juxtaposition of the word “terminal” and the
facial wall of the administration building, which symbolise “the face of authorities”,
conveyed the message. “Terminal is shit” was the information that this is a risky project.
Carnivalistic elements of the action, familiarisation was the act of writing on the wall of
the administration building. Putting the “mark of guilt” [pozornoe kleymo], as at TVreport called the inscription, on the face of the administration. The legitimacy of the
protest action was demonstrated by the fact that thousands of people approved the action
by applauding it and insisting on the release of the activists.
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Bad word: the symbol of dirt and body bottom (hierarchical bottom) shit was put
on “the face [the facial wall] of the administration” is an example of carnivalistic
misalliances “…combines the sacred with the profane, the lofty with the low…”
(Bakhtin, 1984a:123) and carnivalistic profanation “…carnivalistic obscenities linked
with the reproductive power of the earth and the body...” (Bakhtin, 1984a:123). During
the action there was a dramatic moment when eco-activists could not pull their comrade
who made the graffiti back on the roof. The activist wrote later in his article “I saw the
Revolution!”:
Two of my comrades started to pull me back. Now I got 20 cm up, then I fell a little down
again. The folk screamed to my comrades: “Pull him up!” I looked up and saw a terrifying
picture: at the spot where the rope was fixed to the roof, pieces of bricks were falling down
and the rope was being ruined by them. A thought occurred to me: I died for Anarchy! Maybe
I could show my naked ass??? (a slightly idiotic thought). But here the cops got to the attic
and with the help of Autonomous Action and the Rainbow Keepers they pulled me back on
the roof.

The article was written for the anarchistic press but was later found on the Internet
by the opponents and published in the local newspaper to show the childishness of the
radical greens. But I think the excerpt is a good example of the carnival eccentricity in the
midst of danger.
The other performance of the protesters at the protest rally was the burning of the
puppets of the city council deputies. The puppets were brought to the administration
building and put on the top of the porch near the entrance of the administration (to make
the public observe them). In the end of the protest rally “deputies” were taken down and
burnt on the square. The metaphorical information behind it was that the deputies had not
managed to stop the terminal project: “We elected them and we can “dethrone” them”.
Collecting of signatures against the deputies was organised during the event, too.
The event was a good illustration of what Bakhtin called the primarily
carnivalistic act: the mock crowning and subsequent decrowning of the carnival
king”124.
Crowning/decrowning is a dualistic ambivalent ritual, expressing the inevitability and at
the same time the creative power of the shift-and-renewal, the joyful relativity of all
structures and order, of all authority and all (hierarchical) position. Crowning already
contains the idea of decrowning: it is ambivalent from the very start (Bakhtin, 1984b:
124-125).
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The burning besides its element of decrowning according to Bakhtin is a
carnivalistic act too: “Deeply ambivalent also is the image of fire in carnival. It is a fire
that simultaneously destroys and renews the world”. (Bakhtin, 1984b: 126).
The slogans of protesters during the protest rally have the same carnivalistic
decrowning meaning: Lesnyaka v lesniki!: Lesnyak (the mayor of the city) you should
better work as a forest-guard [lesnik1]!, Peshkova v Peshkovo: Peshkov (vice-mayor) go
to the village outside of Azov city [Peshkovo], Boyko na boynu, na kolbasu: Boyko
(deputy of the regional parliament) go to the slaughter-house [boynya], to make sausages
of you!) All the slogans included word play with the surnames of the bureaucrats.
A joke at the supply road blockade: It is better to make the terminal building into
a brothel for bureaucrats and prostitutes.
After the graffiti attack at the protest rally on the 17th of July the epidemic of the
foul language graffiti blaming the authorities

(”familiar square words” (Bakhtin,

184b:130)) filled up the city. The police responded to this with invading the protest camp
at night. They wanted to accuse the activists of writing the graffiti. Local women came to
the camp to defend the eco-activists. The next days the activists issued a new utterance in
the dialogue with the authorities: they organised a “children’s drawing competition” on
the square near the administration building and called it “Children and methanol”. Most
of the “children” were the activists themselves. The children drew their drawings literally
near the feet of policemen who surrounded the place. The first prize (a can with a spray
paint) was given to a child (10 years old) who was detained by police but released later
after demands of protesters. Here the prises were given with the instruction: “Use it to
make anti-methanol graffiti all over the city”.
Among the children’s drawings was one made by an eco-activist: she drew the
picture of a naked woman (stressing the breast and genitals) with inscription under it:
“This was me. Now I do not exist anymore” (the author implied that the pictured woman
died of methanol). The image was full of carnivalistic grotesque: the sexual image of a
naked woman as a provoking symbol of life and fertility was confronted with her declaration of death. The rest of the children’s pictures were the images of ugly and terrible
monsters.
1

A play of words: Lesnyak - lesnik
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Goat at the barricade.

A good example of the carnivalistic crowning/decrowning with an element of
parody was performed by the activists at the blockade of the supply road. The prehistory
of the action was that according to the regional news the Governor of the Rostov region
had received an award from the Russian Orthodox Church, the medal of Sergey
Radonejsky1 III degree. At the blockade this performance was shown to journalists:
activists put a t-shirt with the Governor’s name on a goat2. Then in the picturesque
surroundings of the blockade they made a ceremony of awarding the goat with the big
“medal” (made of colour paper) of “Herod3 III” on behalf of the citizens of Azov. The
parody exemplifies carnivalistic profanation through the attack not only on the Governor
but also on the Russian Orthodox Church: “carnivalistic profanation… carnivalistic
parodies on sacred texts and sayings, etc.” (Bakhtin, 1984a:123).
Equality in the protest camp and during the protest actions had a meaning of critic
of power and hierarchy. It was symbolically revealed in carnivalistic acts during the
protest rallies, in attitudes towards different statuses of protesters in the camp, in the
process of decision making. In the opinion of the protesters equality was supposed to
legitimate their decisions and actions. The legitimacy of the opinion of the united and
equal people, as it had been culturally constructed and updated to the current situation,
was opposed to the less flexible legitimacy of written papers and laws which, under social
conditions characterised by a high level of corruption and non-clear legislation, could be
used to serve the interests the local ruling elite. As it was shown by the studies of Bakhtin
on medieval carnival the “carnival acts” in a non violent form criticise the inefficient and
heavy system of power. It works as “a safety valve” to release accumulated energy of
anger on authorities. The studied cases show that the carnivalisation of the protest rallies
help protesters to get an experience of “real democracy” at least for a moment of an
action, an atmosphere which people in Russia lack today. For a while the protesters bring
back a feeling of “Liberty, Equality and Fraternity”. No Pasaran! ☺

1

Russian saint
“Goat”, concerning a man, is a strong
blaming word in Russia.
3
Biblical tsar who killed infants.
2
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Chapter 6. Conclusions
Putin’s reforms and civil society.
As a conclusion it could be interesting to see how the analysed cases look in the
light of the Russian president Putin’s latest policy. The studied cases reflect both the
difficulties which Putin has in performing his policy and the position which his figure
acquires in the Russian society. It also gives some ideas to the understanding of the last
considerable changes in the president’s policy since the beginning of my research.
1. Three levels of power in regions. Position of plenipotentiary of president. Putin’s reform on election of governors. In the Azov protest campaign case we saw how different
branches of power in Russia (municipal, regional, federal) differently revealed their positions to the conflict: 1. the municipal authorities on the side of local protesters: they were
elected by them and promised to ban the risky construction. 2. The regional authorities
were more interested in economical gains and legitimated their position by “thoughts
about prosperity of the whole region”. It let them be ready to sacrifice a part of their voters “for the sake of the rest”. 3. The federal authorities, in the person of the plenipotentiary president, cared about the image of justice and federal law. He appeared later than
others on the scene of conflict, but he was the first with the news about the temporary
stop of the construction.
Probably this confusing incoherence in the behaviour of the branches of
authorities is one of the reasons of the last decisions of the president on the reform of
election of governors. Mr. Putin revealed his reform package in September 2004,
following a wave of attacks in Russia culminating in the Beslan school siege.
“Putin’s current proposals range from electing parliamentarians from party lists to certain
amendments in the constitution to personally nominating governors to Russia’s regions, giving
1
him effective control over the political processes in Russia”(EurasiaNet, 26/10/04)

In

his

last

interview

to

national

TV

channels

(the

Internet

site

www.polit.ru/news/2004/11/18/interv_putin_print.html ). Mr. Putin defends this decision
with arguments: "I have been watching with concern the growing influence of economic
1

PUTIN AND RUSSIA’S PRESIDENTIAL DEMOCRACY Yevgeny Bendersky.
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groups and clans on the regional authorities. The regional clans are fighting for spheres of
influence and ... redistribution of assets."1
Among other reasons for the reform Putin considers inefficiency of institution of
plenipotentiary of president (he introduced this post for 8 federal units (Federal Districts)
in the beginning of his first presidential term). Mr Putin: “This parallel system of executive offices of federal authorities in the regions does not function effectively”2 (my
translation).
“Mr Putin also vowed to combat corruption in Russia's widely distrusted police force,
saying that people were afraid of the police more than criminals” (BBSnews, 18/11/
3
2004)

This Putin’s note also coincides with my observation on police and corruption in
Azov.
2.Myphological figure of Putin
Another moment which reflected on my work is that in our understanding of the
average Russian the figure of president Putin acquires almost a mythological status: the
status of the hero who wants to help Russia but his bad surroundings do not let him do it.
It could be observed in attempts of protesters to reach him directly: sending of delegates
to a meeting with Putin’s wife (Taman, 2002), sending of a delegation to Moscow with a
letter to Putin (Azov, 2003).
This myphological status of Putin helps him to perform his late radical reforms on
consolidating his power.
Putin’s attempts to assert his power are seen in the eyes of average citizens as the
legitimate steps to restore order to a troubled land. To them, Putin has an enormous task
ahead of him, and to them, numerous ministers and legislature members -- including
liberals and democrats -- are slowing down his efforts. ...His successful consolidation of
power has placed him as the sole figure able to handle Russian affairs. Thus, once again,
the unique paradigm of Russian-style democracy has reasserted itself -- with the powerful

1

“В последнее время я с тревогой наблюдаю за процессом возрастающего влияния экономических
групп и различных экономических кланов, за ростом их влияния на региональный уровень
управления.”
2
“Это на практике приводит к обесточиванию властных полномочий губернаторов и президентов
республик в составе России и выстраиванию другой, параллельной системы федеральных органов
власти на местах, которые эффективно не функционируют. И в первом, и во втором, и в третьем
случаях страдают от этого конкретные люди, потому что система работает неэффективно.
3
BBS news 18 November “Putin defends radical reforms”
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executive at its head, without any serious challenges to his power and firmly in control of
the state’s political, economic and security developments (EurasiaNet, 26/10/04)1.
If his authority is decreasing, the whole structure threatens to slump in by itself. Only he
gives legitimacy to the power of the Kremlin. Government, State and bureaucracy are
perceived by the Russian with big mistrust, because he knows it mostly as a source of
arbitrariness and corruption (my translation, Die Tageszeitung, 9/10/2004) 2.

3. Situation with parliament elections in 2003. Putin’s “pocket” parliament. In a time
when in Azov was the protest campaign, Russian politicians were preparing for parliament elections of December 2003. The result of these elections: those political parties
which tended to support the protesters of the Antimethanol movement, namely the Communist Party and the liberal Yabloko, were the losers in the election3. The propresidential party “Unity” got most of the places in parliament. This party of bureaucrats
during the mass protests in Azov did not show up itself at all.. But during election the
Unity had a much stronger support of media than the others and a considerable involvement of administrative resources.
As a result president Putin got the controlled “pocket” parliament that seems to be
ready to support any of his propositions. But the initiative of the parliament went even
further: the deputies started an attack on the scarce remains of civil society. In June 2004
this parliament approved changes in the new law about referendum4 (according to some
Russian political analysts it became almost impossible to initiate a referendum from the
grassroots) and let the new law about protest actions through the first stage 5. This law
proposed to prohibit conducting protest actions near administrative buildings, chemical
plants, pipelines, etc. Numerous protest actions against this law started all over Russia
and Putin finally did not approve this last initiative of parliamentarians. And again he
confirmed his status of “the good tsar” in the hostile environment of bureaucrats.

PUTIN AND RUSSIA’S PRESIDENTIAL DEMOCRACY Yevgeny Bendersky 10/26/04, EurasiaNet
2
Wladimir Putins neuer Bonapartismus KLAUS-HELGE DONATH: “Schwindet dessen Ansehen, droht
das ganze Gebilde in sich zusammenzusacken. Allein er verleiht der Macht des Kreml Legitimität. Regierung, Staat und Bürokratie begegnet der Russe mit großem Misstrauen, da er diese meist als Quelle von
Willkür und Korruption kennt “
3
Communist got twice less votes than on former elections. Yabloko, first in its history have not passed the
necessary barrier in 5% of total votes number and have not got any places in Duma.
4
News of Russia http://newsru.com/russia/28jun2004/signed.html
5
http://www.gazeta.ru/2004/03/31/oa_116404.shtml
1
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4. Collaboration of State with business elite. In later years the Russian business elite has
shown that it is necessary to collaborate with State who is a main actor in this
collaboration. The case of Yukos demonstrated what could happen with businessmen
who did not relate to the State in a proper way. Maybe it was one of the reasons why the
companies which I observed during my fieldworks, like TogliattiAzot, were looking for a
way to include their projects in a large federal program (make a terminal project as a part
of the project of a big port). From another hand the collaboration with the federal
authorities gives more legitimacy to the companies (“to work for national aims”), which
makes their projects less vulnerable from the side of environmentalists and experts.
5. Situation with media. Over last years the situation with media also radically changed. It
seems like government got a control over all large national media in Russia. Like in
situation with parliament the media are supposed to legitimate the policy of the
government. The situation with protests in Azov shows the reluctance of the national
media to present the events. Now the national TV channels tend to show less of social
conflicts compared to perestroika and Eltsin’s time. Another trick is to show social
protests in one part of the country to audiences from other parts who are not interested in
the problem (thus a big reportage about the problem in Azov was shown by national
television in another region only). The media may look as if they are independent and
open, but without having any consequences.
6. Situation with NGOs is also getting more strict. One of the signs of pressure on NGOs
is a growing tax pressure. According to the last changes in the Russian Tax Code,
Russian and foreign NGOs will pay the same taxes as commercial organisations on the
territory of Russia. It is also a plan that all NGOs must report to the federal authorities
about all grants which they get from foreign foundations. The critic of NGOs now sounds
more often like this from high rank government employees:
Since the hostage drama Putin has mobilised, because Russia is threatened outward and is
in a state of the war. Last week the acting leader of the presidential office, Wladislaw
Surkow, explained in the boulevard newspaper Komsomolskaja Prawda: "The fifth
column from the radical left and right is in work, they hate everything in Putin's Russia
and they are supported from the same foreign source. We get by without them", thought
Putin's confidant. In the language of the Secret Service this is called: the enemy is in the
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West, but his " fifth column " of liberals is inside the country. (My translation, Die
1
Tageszeitung, 9/10/04) .
The FSB suspect that foreign Secret Services gladly used environmental organizations as
a cloak. The raids of the spy hunters provide a proud feeling for Russian patriots, the old
2
great power gains strength again (my translation, Frankfurter Allgemeine, 21/11/04) .

As we remember, such accusations of eco-activists (that they work for the West
intelligences or as potential terrorists) were popular during the Azov and Taman protests
campaigns, too. Now, the radical greens movement start to feel more pressure. In the last
time some activists were arrested on the basis of faked criminal accusations with an easily
recognisable political context (e.g. the case of Cherepanov, the activist of the Autonomous
Action, http://avtonom.org/repressions/cherepanov/index.html.)
8. Civil society.
In his interview on the national TV-channels (2004/11/18) one of the reasons of
his plans of radical reforms Putin called an absence of developed civil society in Russia.
But is it possible for the civil society to grow under the condition of total control as
proposed from the side of the State, if by definition the civil society cannot be under the
control of the State, but is supposed to be an equal partner in a dialogue with the State?
Putin moves back to Soviet rhetoric when the idea of democracy was declared but
it did not exist in practice. I do not want to think that Putin understands by civil society
only what the German newspaper Die Tageszeitung wrote: “He also stands for civil
society, only Putin by civil society understands something else: civil brigades should
soon throw again a watchful eye on the neighbour.”3
1

Wladimir Putins neuer Bonapartismus KLAUS-HELGE DONATH Die Tageszeitung taz Nr. 7483 vom
9.10.2004: “Seit dem Geiseldrama macht Putin mobil, denn Russland sei von außen bedroht und befände
sich im Krieg. Der stellvertretende Leiter der Präsidialkanzlei, Wladislaw Surkow, führte dies letzte Woche
im Boulevardblatt Komsomolskaja Prawda näher aus. "Eine fünfte Kolonne aus linken und rechten
Radikalen" sei am Werk, "die alles an Putins Russland hassen" und von derselben ausländischen Quelle
unterstützt würden. "Wir kommen ohne sie aus", meinte Putins Vertrauter. In der Sprache des
Geheimdienstes heißt dies: Der Feind steht im Westen, dessen "fünfte Kolonne" aus Liberalen im Land”.
2
2004/11/21 Menschenrechte Rußland schickt Wissenschaftler ins Straflager Von Kerstin Holm: ”Der
FSB argwöhnt, ausländische Geheimdienste nutzten gern Umweltorganisationen als Deckmantel. Die
Beutezüge der Spionjäger vermitteln russischen Patrioten das stolze Gefühl, die alte Großmacht erstarke
wieder”.
3
Wladimir Putins neuer Bonapartismus KLAUS-HELGE DONATH Die Tageszeitung taz Nr. 7483 vom
9.10.2004: “Auch für die Zivilgesellschaft macht er sich stark, nur versteht Putin unter Bürgergesellschaft
etwas anderes: Bürgerbrigaden sollen demnächst wieder ein wachsames Auge auf den Nachbarn werfen”.
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Epilogue
Orange action in Rostov city on the 5th of August 2003
The idea of the action was to lay down flowers to the tune of a death march in
memory of the Azov Sea. The metaphor told about the danger to the Azov Sea and
blamed the Rostov Regional administration. The administration building was transformed
metaphorically into a gravestone: the symbol of death. The authorities inadvertently continued this line of metaphor making a strong defence line of police around “the grave
stone”, opposing it to the pensioners and old ladies with flowers (“probable terrorists”
according to their precautions). I think this performance became a good metaphor of Russian modern reality. The “grave” and “dead” policy of the administration, which hid itself
behind a barrier of police and FSB, against the sadly ironical atmosphere of anti-terrorist
hysteria. The Carnival was oppressed. (See the full description of the action in Appendix
Four, page XVII)
From the article: «Bloody Sunday» - Flower Monday .... The feelings of the local
population could be compared with the feelings of Russians in 1905, when faith in a tsar
was shot to death together with demonstration at 9th of January. Today the faith in the
Governor was hit with police truncheons.

P.S.: The story continued one year later in August 2004. Activists from Azov brought
flowers to the building of plenipotentiary of Russian president in the Southern Federal
Okrug in Rostov city. With the flowers they made the word SPASIBO (“thank you”) on
the ground near the building, according to the press-release “to thank the plenipotentiary
of Russian president for the help to stop the methanol construction last year”. The security guards let only couple of minutes for performing the action. For a side viewer the action could look like a slightly exaggerated token of gratitude. But we should take into account that the same people with the same flowers were violently oppressed near the
neighbouring governor administration building last year. And the memory about it was
still fresh. The actual reason for the new action in Rostov was decision of the tribunal
d'arbitrage to allow the methanol terminal construction again. The deep hidden irony of
the action shows one more time that open dialogue of population with authorities in Russia is extremely difficult nowadays. This ambiguity of the symbolic language of the action again reminds us of the totalitarian past.
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Glossary
AA – Autonomous Action
EBRD – European Bank of Reconstruction and Development.
FSB – Federal Security Service [Federal’naya Slujba Bezopasnosti]
IES – Independent Environmental Service on the Northern Caucasus
ISEU(SEU)– International Socio-Ecological Union
MAV – Movement Against Violence
NGO – Non-Governmental Organisation
RK – Rainbow Keepers
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Appendix One. Pictures

Picture 3 The Smiling Sun symbol

Picture 4 The Rainbow Keepers
symbol

Picture 6 The
symbols of AA

Picture 7 The banner of
Autonomus Action

Picture 5. The blockade of the
“TogliattiAzot” office during the Taman
protest campaign, August 2002

Picture 8 The symbol of
Movement Against Violence

I

Picture 9 Front pages of local newspaper "Read-TV-week"(Chitay telenedelya).

What will we leave for our children?
Methanol or…(18th of June)

Will you go to the demonstration
with the whole city? (2nd of July)

Azov and Methanol: the fight continues
(9th of July )

Fire will come… If we do not save
ourselves now! (16th of July)

We will win over Methanol! (23rd of July)

People of Azov blocked the entrance to
the city… Where were you? (30th of July)

II

Picture 11 The Cossack ataman B. and ecoactivist Dees. The 3rd of June

Picture 10 The first protest rally 26th of June near
the terminal

Picture 12 The protest rally the 3rd of July near the terminal
construction site.

Picture 13-14 The protest rally the 17th of July near the Azov administration building. Burning of
pupets of the city’s counsil deputies

III

Picture 16 The blockade of the supply road to the terminal.

Picture 15 The blockade of the federal
highway the 26 of July

“People more important than profit” (on the plackard)

Picture 17 The second blockade of the federal highway the 9th of August

IV

Picture 18 The “orange”(symbolic) action “with flowers” in Rostov (regional center) near the
gouvernour administration. The 25th of August

Picture 19 The action the 18th of October in Moscow near the concert hall where the congress of
„official“ ecologists took place
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Appendix Two. Figures
Figure 1 From modernity to postmodernity: Giddens’s scheme (Held, 1992:34):
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Figure 2 The organizations and the movements in the protest campaigns
at Azov and Taman, 2002-2003
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Figure 3 Dynamics of the protest campaign in Azov (Russia)

A. The Info-picket on the boulevard
B. The protests rally near the construction site
C. The picket during the city council session
D. The protest rally near the city administration office
E. The graffiti attack on the walls of the construction
F. The children drawing competition near the administration building

G. The blockade of the federal highway Rostov – Krasnodar
H. The attempt to hang up RK's flag in the territory of the terminal
construction
I. The meeting with transport minister and the Governor in Azov
J. The “orange” action with flowers in Rostov
K. The final protest rally in Azov
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Figur 4 The actors and the dialogic lines in the Azov protest
campaign
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Table 1 Reaction of the authorities to the protests
in Azov

Appendix Tree. Tables
Date

Local authorities: administration,
city council.

After the
3rd of July

The sanitary service inspection visited
the terminal.

Before the
17th of
July

At July 16 a session of the city council about the problem took place.

After the
17th of
July

July 24: An another session of the city
council

After the
26th of
July

In the city administration there was
open inquiry public office about the
construction for the citizens. Regional
prosecutor issued decision to prohibit
the traffic of trucks on the streets of
the living block near terminal construction.

Beginning
of August

The city council promised to close the
construction if the commission will
found violations of law.

After the
9th of August

Federal authorities

Parliament created the commission of experts to
check the lawfulness of the terminal construction

After the
25th of
August
The terminal construction stopped
because of the expired rent agreement
between Azov administration and the
“Azovproduct” corporation.

Delegates of Antimethanol movement came
to Moscow in order to
deliver the letter to the
president administration.
Blockades of the national
highway RostovKrasnodar are signals to
the federal authorities and
president.

! It is prescribed to develop the project of sanitary zone for the terminal authorities
! It became known that issued decree about stopping the construction until
approval of the new expertise of the project.

X

Police and FSB

A few detentions and
arrests without consequences.

Chairwoman of the regional committee of Natural recourses have meeting with activists.

State inspector of South Federal Okrug creates the committee for solving the
terminal problem.
Meeting of the Russian Federation transport minister and Rostov region
Governor with delegates of Anti-methanol movement. Governor verbally
expressed support to the protesters.

15th of
August.

The 11th
of September

Regional authorities: Governor, Regional
Duma (parliament)
Chairman of the Rostov region administration
have gathered session in administration about
the problem.

Delegates from the
police ask protesters do
not conduct the blockade at 26th of June.

A wave of arrest and
detentions. All August
repressions against
activists.

Table 2 Comparative table of classification of members of Club (Kordonsky, Lansberg), Sistema
(Schepanskaya, Balakirev, and protest camp(Kuchinsky).

Club

Sistema/
Tusovka

The protest camp
(with my additions according observations in Taman and Azov cases)
Pioners
Tusovka

Pioners

aura

beginners

Molodezh

Passive participants who already went through an
initiation.
“retired”*

Ours*
Oldovie

body

Friends of the camp, former activists*

Sharps
Advancers

Centrals

core

Experienced activists, active newcomers
Manipulators

Centrals
group leaders
Project’s initiators

Leaders**

Those who have an influence on a whole camp

* The category added by me.
** In Azov and Taman, these categories have not been presented.
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Appendix Four. A Brief Chronicle of the protest campaign in
Azov 20031
Preliminary situation
December 12th 2000. The EBRD2 Board of Directors approved the loan of 9,2 million
USD to JSC Azovproduct for realization of the project «Azov Liquid Chemical Port Terminal».

The inhabitants of the Azov City are extremely concerned about the construction
of this dangerous project. And they are taking an active part in expressing their civil position on this matter. Since 1997 numerous protest actions (meetings, gatherings, conferences, pickets) have been launched on in the city of Azov in which the majority of the
city population has taken part. More than 15 thousand towns people have signed the appeal against the terminal construction. Seven initiative groups have been in order to organize a city referendum on the terminal issue. The Azov Municipal Duma (the city
council) does not back up the realization of the project. It has once voted in favour of a
referendum (in April 2002) and twice it has made a resolution against the construction of
methanol terminal (July 19th 1998 and May 30th 2001). The majority of the city’s public
and political organizations have united against the construction of the terminal. If a local
referendum on the construction issue would take place the majority of population of Azov
city would probably unequivocally vote against it.
The Azov City Administration does not support the project either. The present
City Mayor, E. Lesnyak, has come to power promising not to permit the terminal construction. The present authorization to build the terminal has been obtained by force of
adjudication. The decision of mayor to stop the construction was contested in court: the
court took the side of the constructors, JSC Azovproduct and in April 8th 2003 the mayor
gave green light to the construction.
March 3rd, 2003. Representatives of the environmentalist organizations from the
South of Russia and communal organizations of Azov citizens, as well as the local parliamentary, P. I. Bondarenko, performed an inspection of the works on terminal construction. The civil expertise found several violations. Among them the gross violation of the
1
2

Based on my observations, letters/ interviews, press-releases and newspaper articles.
European Bank for Reconstruction and Development.
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required sanitary separating zone. Experts notice other considerable changes of the terminal project and because of it the project need a new ecological evaluation.
When this was established, the Anti-methanol movement made the decision to
start the protest campaign and call the radical greens for help.

Preparations
April - May. The radical greens got into contact with local activists and start to
explore the situation. The mobilisation of eco-activists started.
June 16th. The first eco-activists arrives to Azov.
June 20-25th. Eco-activists organizes an information post in the centre of the
town. Here they announced the protest action at June 26 and July3. The first arrests of
eco-activists occurred. They were accused of organizing an illegal picket.
June 26th, THR1 (700)2. The first big protest action in the campaign: the blockade
of the road to the terminal. (See the Picture 10)

The peace stage of the campaign.
July 3rd, THR, (≈3500-5000). A protest demonstration has been organised near the
terminal construction. The rally appeal with demands towards the terminal authorities and
issued the decision to blockade the supply road of the construction. The meeting resolution is sent to the Governor. The event got attention of the national mass-media. In the
end of the rally activists established the protest camp. After the rally, police have demanded to remove the camp, but local people came to defence of eco-activists. (See the
Picture 11-12)
July 7th – August 15th : The supply road blockade. From the 7th of July local
people and the radical greens started a continuous blockade of the road to the construction during working hours. The police, who appeared in big numbers the first days of the
blockade, later left only 2 persons on day duty at the blockade. July 8th The activists
learnt that there was a regional board committee about the problem. The sanitary service
inspection visited the terminal. July 10th a lorry driver tried to drive through the blockade, injuring one of the radical greens. July 14thA Run-in with the police after the city’s
1
2

Here and further – day of week
Here and further in brackets is approximate number of participants.
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vice-mayor visited the blockade. Two eco-activists are arrested. In the evening, a weekly
meeting of anti-methanol committee went to the police station demanding the release of
arrested people. The chairwoman of the Natural Resources Regional Committee came to
meet the activists. July 15th A few number of activists (mainly old women - pensioners)
were violently scattered by the police at the blockade of the supply road.
July 16th A session of the city council about the problem took place. Activists
picketed the administration building.
July 17th THR. (1500). A big protest rally near the Azov city administration building took place. During the rally three eco-activist were arrested, because of action which
they made: two of them descended from the roof of the building with ropes and had written a graffiti: "Terminal is shit" on the wall of the building. The police was forced to release the eco-activists under pressure of the population. At the end of the protest rally
people burned puppets of local council deputies. (See the Pictures 13-14)
Excerpts from the resolution of the meeting: ...participants of the protest rally have decided,
that in case our demands are not fulfilled, we will began a civil disobedience campaign. …Local
population are committed to eliminate the ecological danger by dismantling the terminal construction and blockade a federal highway, as well as by boycotting the Duma and presidential
elections1.

July 20th Unknown activists performed graffiti attacks on the walls of the terminal
construction and in some public places in the city. The graffiti had both anti-methanol
content and coarse expressions in the address of the mayor and Governor: “The mayor is
prick”; “Chub (name of the Governor) is asshole”. After that the policemen came to the
protest camp and harassed the eco-activists. The cops calmed down only when locals
came to the defence of the eco-activists. The radical greens denied any their connection
to the last graffiti action.
July 21st The blockade of the supply road to the terminal was reinforced with barricades. The police detained a few eco-activists (girls). The cops prove their action by the
counter-terrorist operation “Fatima”. Local folk come to defence of the girls and they
were released quickly.
July 23rd Delegates of Anti-methanol movement went to Moscow to deliver the
letter-appeal to the Russian President and give press-conference to the journalists.
1

Here and further exerts from the press releases of the campaign.
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July 24th A session of the Azov city council took place. Protestors picketed the
administration building and organized the children drawings competition on the ground
called “Children against methanol”.
July 25th The delegates of the regional police department came to one of the
Anti-methanol movement leaders Ivan Orlov and asked him to cancel the protest action
announced for July 26th.
July 26th, 11.00AM, SUB, (500). A symbolical blockade on Krasnodar-Rostov
highway took place. (See the Picture 15)
Because local officials had asked not to organise a blockade since the problem will be solved
anytime soon, protesters made a purely symbolical blockade just for a 15 minutes. City vicemayor Peshkov was spotted in the rear of the meeting, and protesters surrounded him. After some
arrogant answers he tried to withdraw, but when people began shouting "shame on you!” he had
to return almost crying, and had to promise, among others, to order the construction of a bypass
road to the terminal site…

The radical phase.
August 1st. The city administration sent a delegate to the blockade of the road to
construction site. The delegate announced about a special meeting in the regional (oblast)
administration on the question of the terminal, because of the resolutions made in the
protest rallies 3rd and 17th of July. The regional parliament had established a commission
of experts to check the terminal construction violations. The regional prosecutor issued a
decision to prohibit the traffic of trucks on the streets of Molokanovka near the terminal
construction. The Azov city administration opened an information bureau about the terminal construction for the citizens.
August 1st – 3rd. Several police officers invaded the camp uprooting tents and
verbally abusing participants. The pretext of their action was a false claim by terminal
staff that ecological protesters had stolen property from the terminal construction site.
The same day two eco-activists were arrested for distribution of agitational posters and
leaflets. During the weekend, 3 activists were also arrested for lack of local registration.
August 5th Construction workers attacked the people on the supply road blockade.
…Seven persons came to the blockade by cars, and began tearing down the blockade armed with
nightsticks, handcuffs and pepper spray. Attackers managed to beat up some people, but soon
protesters set up a human chain with 20 persons, which attackers could not move. Some protesters were injured, but nobody moved. ... Police arrived soon, halting the attack of the terminal
security and carrying them away.
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August 6th An attempt of the radical greens to hang out the flag of the Rainbow
Keepers movement on the terminal construction crane took place. Eco-activists were
beaten up by workers and arrested by police.
August 7th Security of the terminal ordered to pull off the protest camp, which,
according to them, located on the construction site area. The camp moved on the territory
of the private house near the construction. The same day representatives of authorities,
local activists and the radical greens took part in the regional online TV-program.
August 9th, SUB (150). A mobile blockade of the federal highway RostovKrasnodar with elements of protest march took place. (See the Picture 17)
There were a few skirmishes with police during the blockade, provoked by police and plainclothes FSB. A couple of times police tried to catch speakers but they failed. Plain-clothes police
and FSB singled out three participants of the campaign from the march. One of them was brutally
beaten by six officials. In the end of the action police officers wrote down personal details of the
most of the organisers.

August 11th – 13th Numerous detentions, arrests and trials of the activists (both
locals and greens) took place. It entailed with numerous violations of procedural law
from the side both police and court.
At 7Am four police officers invaded to camp and arrested two campaign participators, Alexander
Zimbovski and Marina Popova. Cops did not show any documents to prove their identity and for
justification of the arrest. Later people learned that two persons arrested are charged with "minor hooliganism". Popova was sentenced to 12 days of imprisonment, and Zimbovski to 15 days
of imprisonment. Judge K. A. Gordienko did not allow the accused to use their own lawyer, and
the public lawyer provided by the state was denied his legal right to make a closing statement.
When 5 camp activists went to police station to learn about reasons of the arrests, they were arrested as well. This wave of arrests is for sure because of the blockade on Saturday, police was
just too afraid to arrest people during the demonstration.

August 15th. In Azov, delegates of the Anti-methanol movement met the minister
of transport of Russian Federation and the Rostov Region Governor. The Governor expressed verbal support of the protesters. Several eco-activists were detained on their way
to the meeting.
August 18th On the 3rd day of the dry hunger-strike eco-activists Marina and Sasha were released. The dry hunger strike was hold in sign of protest against bad deal of
the prison employee with eco-activist Marina.
August 18th - 19th Eco-activists opened musical-informing post on the Petrovskij
Boulevard.
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August 21st The State inspector of South Federal Okrug came to Azov to meet
the protest movement. He told activists, that he had established a committee for solving
the terminal problem, and issued a document decree to stop the construction.
August 21st – 23rd Policemen several times illegally invaded the private house
where eco-activists lived. The cops harassed them and demanded to leave the town. A
few activists were detained and brought to the police station where police took their finger prints and demanded them to sign a declaration that they would not do any radical actions on 25th of August.
August 24th Eco-activist Alexander Zimbovsky was arrested again.
August 25th MON (100). An attempt to organize an orange1 action “with flowers”
near Governor administration in the capital of the Rostov region.
Absurd repressions against anarchist activists and disruption of peaceful ecologist
action (From the activist’s press-release):
Protest campers and local inhabitants of Azov decided to move protests from Azov to Rostov-onDon 25th of August, since the Rostov oblast Governor Chub is in any case the main person responsible for the ecologically disastrous methanol terminal project. Aim was to organise a symbolical "funeral of the nature of Azov", where local inhabitants would lay flowers in front of the
Rostov oblast administration.
This planned ultra-peaceful and ultra-moderate action provoked repression, which reached a
completely absurd level. Hundreds of police were mobilized to stop this "funeral procession". Action was planned to take place 11 AM in Rostov, but soon after 6 AM every local train from Azov
to Rostov (which is 45 kilometres north from Rostov) was searched by police, and two blockades
were set in the road connecting Azov and Rostov. Every bus and mini-bus was searched for
potential demonstrators. Two free buses organised for Azov inhabitants were never allowed to
leave for Rostov. Among dozens of people arrested on the road were 4 elderly people, who
seemed to be travelling to a real funeral with their flower buckets, and for sure much more people
who just happened to have flowers with them for a reason or another were stopped
Alexander "Dees" Zimbovsky, infamous activist of the Rainbow Keepers, was kidnapped by police
already the previous day to do the remaining 8 days from the 15 days sentence he had got from
co-organising the protest of 9th of August. He had not finished the sentence last time, since he
had declared a dry hunger-strike, and when he had been sent to a hospital due to weakened condition he had not returned to prison. Dees declared a new dry hungerstrike immediately after his
arrest, but according to our current information he has not yet been released although he has
been fasting without water 4 days already.
Protest campaign headquarters was raided 7 AM, fortunately most of the people had left for
Rostov in small groups already 5 AM, and so only 7 persons were arrested there… But due to total control at least 12 anarchists were arrested on the road, and only 5 made it to Rostov - 4 to be
arrested later on in Rostov, and the single anarchist who made it there could only watch small
picket going on from outside a square, completely sealed by police and guarded by 3 busloads of
the notorious OMON special forces.
1

The “orange” action is a non-violent protest action/demonstration which show the message of protest in a
performance with elements of the theatre (scenography, costumes, puppets etc)
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Local inhabitants succeeded a bit better than anarchists, since one of them managed to make it to
the protest with a bucket of flowers, which was however torn away from him by police on the
spot. Some 20 Rostov ecologists were picketing with this single Azov inhabitant; together they
posed a horrible danger to the law and order in Rostov oblast. Generally those heroes who managed to make it to the square were not harassed anymore, since there was a lot of media present.
Of course police had not any legal pretext for arrests, formally they did it for "clearing the identity" of people, for which Russian police has a right to arrest people for 3 hours. But everyone
was kept more than 4 hours, and subjected to abuse, searches, harassments and FSB interrogations. Some of the arrested faced serious trumped up criminal charges. One Finnish participant
of the camp was kidnapped to Rostov from Azov; FSB was obviously trying to find a pretext for
his deportation from Russia although he had not broken any laws.
Unfortunately in the very same morning mindless terrorist act took place in Krasnodar, only 250
kilometres south from Rostov, so to some extent public attention was directed out from the huge
police repression, which maybe also got some legitimisation due to terrorists. It is sure that
blockades around Azov had no connection to Krasnodar bombs, since they were set up hours before explosions in Krasnodar. (See the Picture 18)

August 26th – 27th
…From 9 AM to 7 PM two cars with antenna and retransmitter were spotted near the house
where the activists were located, so obviously FSB is now tracking all discussions taking place in
the camp.

August 29th A new illegal invasion of police together with sanitary inspectors in
the house of the eco-activists have happened. The police conducted a search of the house
and found drying marihuana leaves. Several activists were detained for six hours. Police
cannot accuse them of keeping drugs because the search was made with violation of procedure law (without witnesses of inquest). Sanitary inspector forcedly examined the activists for infectious disease and drug addiction.
September 4th (250). A protest rally near Azov city administration. Activists issued a declaration against police violence. At the rally it became known that the authorities had finally issued a decision to stop the construction1.
September 5th The protest campaign was over.

Post-campaign situation.
September 11th The terminal construction was stopped.
«We are compelled to stop construction of the terminal for the reason, that the sanction for the
construction given to us by administration of Azov, has expired on September, 10, 2003 -said
George Sevostyanov, the general director of Joint-Stock Company Azovprodukt. Now, in order to
continue the work, it is necessary for us to pass through a new state ecological examination2.

1

According to it the terminal construction should be stopped because of absence of state examination of the
civil-engineering design and absence of the project of a sanitary-protective zone.
2
ЗАО "Азовпродукт", пресс-релиз, НАГ №41 от 9.10.2003, Новая азовская газета
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As we can see the corporation did not give up and did not want to accept that they
stopped because of the protest campaign.
October 12th The Italian investor of the Azov terminal project Jean Luigi Triboldi
has organised an educational seminar for the people of Azov. Reaction of locals on scientific explanations of Italian businessmen was distinctly negative1.
October 31st The expert commission of the Ministry of Natural Resources of Russia made a positive conclusion on examination of the terminal project in Azov.
October 18th In Moscow, the Ministry of Natural Resources have opened the
congress on nature resources management. Activists of RK have conducted a protest action opposite to the concert hall building where delegates gathered. While “official ecologists” were registering in a the concert hall, two eco-activists with tablets Azov and Taman “hung up” themselves on trees near the enter of the building. The other six ecoactivists held the banner “People more important than profit”. (See the Picture 19)

1

From the newspaper article: Petr Ivanov, Malenkiy italiyanec v bolshoy strane. // Sed’maya stolica
(Rostov-on-Don). -19.11.2003.- 036.- p.7
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